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Executive Summary 

The automotive industry is currently undergoing an unprecedented period of transformation, as automotive 

manufacturers are in fierce competition with regards to introducing semi- and fully autonomous vehicles 

into urban communities. With the implementation of autonomy into vehicles, follows new requirements 

for the suppliers of the industry. Different approaches from suppliers, who are trying to position themselves 

optimally to capitalize on this new movement, have resulted in different outcomes for the respective 

suppliers. A company like Aptiv is widely considered to be the best-positioned company for capitalization 

of the enormous growth potential. In contrast, a company like Veoneer has lacked behind with regards to 

developing adequate capabilities for the automotive industry of the future. 

 

With Veoneer finding themselves in a less attractive situation, this thesis seeks to investigate the merits for 

Aptiv of using M&A as a strategic tool for opportunistic value creation through an acquisition of Veoneer.  

 

In order to appropriately assess the merits of employing M&A as a tool for value creation in this context, 

an evaluation of the strategic fit between the two suppliers was established, which found a strong rationale 

for a potential merger that would enable a stronger combined platform. Subsequently, the thesis draws 

upon literature and frameworks from corporate finance and strategic management to assess the macro- and 

micro-level dynamics that shape the industry. Here it was found that albeit there is a positive outlook for 

the industry, technology companies with different capabilities are threatening traditional suppliers. With 

regards to the internal capabilities of Veoneer, the thesis found that the company does have certain 

capabilities which represent unique value propositions for its customers. However, the company has been 

financially underperforming. Despite the historical underperformance, recent developments indicate a 

positive long-term outlook for the company. In continuation of these considerations, substantial potential 

for synergies between the two suppliers was found, which is predominantly attributed to economies of scale 

and financial benefits from combining the two entities.  

 

On the basis of these findings, the maximum purchase price for Veoneer that Aptiv can justify was found 

to be USD 1.989.5m, comprised of a stand-alone value (intrinsic value) of USD 1,275.8m and value of 

synergies of USD 713.8m. However, given Veoneer’s pressing situation, it was found that Aptiv can make 

use of opportunistic negotiating levers in order to lower the purchase price, which ultimately yields a value 

creation in the range of  USD 202.2m and USD 329.9m for the shareholders of Aptiv through an 

opportunistic acquisition of Veoneer.  
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1. Introduction 

The success of the automotive industry has historically been a key factor in global economic 

growth and have shaped how billions of people live. The industry itself has experienced waves of 

technological breakthroughs throughout history, which have enabled better performing cars with 

enhanced safety and more enjoyable driving experiences (McKinsey, 2013). Today, the industry is 

experiencing a new major technological breakthrough with the introduction of advanced driving 

assistance systems (ADAS) and highly autonomous driving (HAD), which is set to transform the 

landscape of the industry over the coming years (Selwyn, 2018).  

 

Global automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), such as Volkswagen, BMW, 

Toyota, and Tesla are pushing this technological development in order to maintain relevance in 

the global automotive market, which has resulted in a fundamental change in the design of vehicles. 

Some OEMs like Tesla have decided to develop the technological all of its ADAS and HAD 

capabilities in-house (Tesla, 2020), while traditional and established incumbents have chosen to 

rely on Tier 1 suppliers1, such as Aptiv, Bosch Group, Continental, Denso, Valeo, Veoneer, and 

ZF to develop and integrate the technological enablers into the vehicles of the future. With this 

industry-wide push for reaching full autonomy in vehicles, there is an expectation of a substantial 

growth potential, which is transforming the requirements of automotive suppliers. To stay relevant 

in the coming years, they need to be competitive on prices, technological capabilities, and the 

ability to develop a full suite of systems that enable vehicles to go fully autonomous. In some cases, 

this has led a refocusing by some of the traditional Tier 1 suppliers, which has led to a number of 

restructurings. This recent trend has divided companies into two separate groups; one group of 

suppliers of traditional components for internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles and another 

group which focuses ADAS and HAD enabling components and systems for electric vehicles 

(EVs) 2.  

 

In December 2017, Delphi Automotive spun-off its somewhat outdated powertrain systems 

division, which offers components and systems for ICE vehicles and renamed it Delphi 

Technologies. Meanwhile, Delphi Automotive kept its advanced safety and electronics operations 

 

1 Tier 1 suppliers are characterized as those, who supply complete automotive grade systems directly to OEMs  

2 ADAS and HAD features are capable on being installed into traditional ICEs, but it is estimated that they 

predominantly will be based on an EV framework (Cowen Research, 2017) 
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and renamed the company Aptiv. In June 2018, Autoliv, a provider of passive safety solutions such 

as seat belts and airbags, followed this move and completed the spin-off of its advanced safety 

division into a company, now called Veoneer. Both are clear examples of companies choosing to 

separate their traditional businesses from their more technologically advanced and modern 

businesses, that to a greater extent cater to the automotive industry of the future (Hough, 2018). 

While the restructuring of both companies seems to have been the right decision, the performance 

is considerably different, with Aptiv overperforming significantly relatively to Veoneer. 

 

This leads to the question of what is next for Aptiv and Veoneer. As pointed out, the industry 

landscape is still developing, but one thing is for sure, and that is the high growth potential 

stemming from a push towards introducing fully autonomous vehicles into urban communities. 

This thesis, therefore, attempts to investigate whether or not a merger between Aptiv and Veoneer 

will allow for a more robust platform to tackle the future challenges of the industry and thereby 

capitalizing on this vast potential for growth. This hypothesis is based on the possibility of applying 

M&A as a strategic tool for opportunistic value creation, given Veoneer’s underperforming 

situation, which is putting pressure on the company. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement  

This thesis operates under the field and applies the theoretical foundations that are related to 

corporate finance, strategic management, and mergers and acquisitions (M&A). More specifically, 

the thesis seeks to investigate if M&A serves as an appropriate tool for value creation since a 

majority of studies show that M&A often creates little to no value for the acquiring companies. By 

the potential for value creation through M&A from the perspective and interests of Aptiv’s 

shareholders, the ultimate purpose of this thesis will be to provide an investment recommendation 

to the shareholders of Aptiv, regarding whether acquiring Veoneer makes sense in their quest of 

becoming a market leader within the implementation of ADAS and HAD into vehicles. This leads 

to the following problem statement: 

 

“What are the merits of using M&A as a tool for value creation in the context of a potential 

merger between Aptiv and Veoneer?” 

 

In order to provide a holistic investment recommendation to the shareholders of Aptiv, the 

analysis will be based on the guiding questions on the following page. 
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i. What is the rationale for acquiring Veoneer? 

ii. How is Veoneer strategically positioned with regards to global macro trends, competitive 

environment, and internal capabilities? 

iii. How has Veoneer performed financially on a historical basis? 

iv. Given the strategic positioning and historical financial performance, what is the value of 

Veoneer as a stand-alone entity? 

v. What potential synergies would arise from a combination between Aptiv and Veoneer and 

how much value should be attributed to these? 

vi. How should the transaction be financed and structured? 

vii. Will value be created for the shareholders of Aptiv in a potential merger with Veoneer? If 

so, how much value is created and why? 

 

1.2 Theoretical Foundation & Methodology 

The employed theoretical foundation for this thesis is based on acknowledged theories, 

frameworks, and literature that is applied in the context of corporate finance and strategic 

management. Additionally, the thesis will explore subjects and issues that are not necessarily fully 

covered by frameworks from academic literature. In these cases, the thesis will rely on findings 

from journal articles, empirical studies, and best-practices from acknowledged industry 

contributors.  

 

In order to appropriately value Veoneer, a deductive approach is applied through the use of 

selected established and acknowledged frameworks that support an analysis of Veoneer’s strategic 

positioning and historical financial performance. These analyses will serve as input for the 

valuation of Veoneer as a stand-alone entity. With regards to determining the rationale for 

acquiring Veoneer, estimating future performance and synergies, how the transaction should be 

structured, and the potential value creation, the thesis relies on an approach of inductive reasoning. 

The inductive reasoning will be expressed in this thesis through an application of the findings from 

empirical studies, relevant journal articles, best-practice frameworks, and general research. The 

findings from these sources, however, will be carefully assessed and held up against more 

traditional theoretical concepts. Combining a deductive approach through theoretically established 

frameworks with elements of inductive reasoning, permits the overall analysis to have a certain 

level of flexibility with regards to answering the problem statement, which is rather practical. 
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This thesis relies exclusively on company-specific publicly available information. This is considered 

to be adequate in order to determine the rationale of acquiring Veoneer, how the company and 

potential synergies should be valued, how the transaction should be structured, and ultimately 

provide an investment recommendation to the shareholders of Aptiv. Furthermore, as the 

investment recommendation will have a portion of estimations and forecasts that are subject to 

uncertainties, a thorough and critical evaluation will be taken into account with regards to applying 

the mentioned frameworks, textbooks, journal-articles, company-specific information, and 

comparable events.  

 

1.3 Delimitations & Assumptions 

The thesis will exclusively rely on public information available up until the 1st of August 2020, and 

inside information has not been obtained in the process of conducting the analyses. This 

consequently restricts the ability to provide a fully informed investment recommendation to the 

shareholders of Aptiv. However, given that both companies are publicly listed companies and 

covered by various industry analysts, the applied publicly available information on the companies 

is considered to be satisfying for the examination of the presented problem statement.  Also, this 

thesis will seek to answer the problem statement purely from a strategic and financial perspective, 

meaning that legal considerations will be taken not be taken into account in this thesis, as this falls 

outside the scope of this thesis. However, in the context of a potential merger between two 

companies that operate in a relatively consolidated market, some issued related to anti-trust laws 

may arise, which ultimately could result in disapproval of a potential merger by the relevant 

authorities. Finally, it is noteworthy to highlight that unless otherwise indicated, all the presented 

numbers will be stated in USD. 
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2. Case Presentation 

The overall purpose of the following section is to present the case and determine the strategic fit 

and rationale of a potential transaction between Aptiv and Veoneer. An assessment of the key 

dynamics in the industry and company profiles will be presented, which will serve as the foundation 

for determining the strategic fit between Aptiv and Veoneer. 

 

2.1 Industry Overview 

2.1.1 Transforming Landscape 

Generally, the automotive industry is moving towards the development of assisted and fully 

autonomous vehicles that can be introduced into urban settings. The roadmap towards the 

development of such vehicles is expected to happen incrementally over the coming years and is 

based on the broadly accepted segmentation that have been set by the Society of Automotive 

Engineers (SAE). They have categorized a vehicle’s level of autonomy, based on key characteristics 

with regards to the respective vehicle’s driving abilities. 

 

 

 

The majority of the vehicles being produced in the market today falls under the L0-L2 category. 

While some vehicles on the road today, already contain technological features that classify them 

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2

No Autotmation Driver Assistance Partial Automation

Zero autonomy; the driver 

performs all driving tasks.

Vehicle is controllod by the driver, 

but some driving assist features 

may be included in the vehicle 

design.

Vehicle has combined automated 

functions like acceleration and 

steering, but the driver must 

remain engaged with the driving 

task and monitor the environment 

at all times.

Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Conditional Automation High Automation Full Automation

Driver is a necessity, but is not 

required to monitor the 

environment. The driver must be 

ready to take control of the vehicle 

at all times with notice.

The vehicle is capable of 

performing all driving functions 

under certain conditions. The 

driver may have the option to 

control the vehicle.

The vehicle is capable of 

performing all driving functions 

under all conditions. The driver 

may have the option to control the 

vehicle.

(Source: United States Department of Transportation, 2020)
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as being L1 and L2 vehicles, the vast majority of the vehicles on the road today fall under the L0 

category. An example of a L2 vehicle on the road today is Tesla’s Model S that uses an ADAS 

autopilot function, which allows the vehicle to drive itself and to stay correctly positioned in 

highway lanes at a safe distance from other vehicles (Deloitte, 2019; Langridge, 2020). And while 

L2 features are increasingly being implemented into modern vehicles, the next step for automakers 

in their vehicle development is to reach L3 and L4 states of autonomy, which will be the theme of 

technological development of the coming years.  With regards to full automation, however, many 

experts believe that it will take a while to reach the introduction of fully autonomous L5 vehicles 

and is a milestone that is not expected to be reached before 2030. For comparison, a Boeing 787 

Dreamliner needs 14 million lines of codes, while it is estimated that a fully autonomous vehicle 

will need more than 500 million lines of codes, which illustrates the complexity of the software 

that is required to reach this state (Deloitte, 2019). A more detailed outlook on the expected 

development in the levels of autonomy for vehicles will be assessed in the forecast section. 

 

Given the general push from OEMs towards the development of assisted and fully autonomous 

vehicles, it is essential for suppliers to position themselves in a way that enables a capitalization of 

the large growth potential that is related to the development of fully autonomous vehicles. One 

way the suppliers and OEMs have gone about providing technologically proficient products is 

through the establishment of strategic partnerships with pure technology players. This has been 

necessary as the traditional automotive suppliers like Aptiv and Veoneer does not have advanced 

software development capabilities. This has resulted in synergistic partnerships, as traditional 

automotive companies have been able to leverage the technological capabilities of companies like 

Intel and NVIDIA, while the technology companies are leveraging the automotive expertise of 

OEMs and system integration and engineering capabilities of Tier 1 suppliers.  

 

These partnerships allow the respective firms to focus on their core capabilities, while also being 

able to provide the technologically advanced products in a shorter span of time. Besides the ability 

to provide better products in a shorter span of time, the partnerships are also a result of the very 

high R&D costs related to developing the underlying technologies, which have now been 

distributed across the companies (McKinsey, 2016). 
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Selected Partnership in the Automotive Industry 

 

 

 

 

(Source: Deloitte, 2019) 

 

With regards to competition, there has been an ongoing industry consolidation since the early 

2000s, which has limited the number of competitors for Aptiv and Veoneer. However, as there is 

a high potential for growth in the industry, new players with different capabilities, ranging from 

technology companies like Google, Uber, and Samsung to players from best cost countries like 

China, have entered the market in some form (Veoneer, 2018a).  

 

2.1.2 Technologies Enabling ADAS & HAD 

The move towards development of fully autonomous vehicles (L5) requires certain technological 

enablers that will eventually allow vehicles to become fully autonomous. These enablers are made 

up of a hardware element and a software element. The hardware enablers are primarily sensors, 

which includes (i) vision-optics (different angle cameras and thermal/night vision sensors), (ii) 

radar and (iii) LiDAR (light detection and ranging). The data and signals that are collected by the 

sensors need to be processed, which requires other hardware components such as advanced 

electronic control units (ECUs) that process and redistribute the signals to controls and actuators 

(Frost & Sullivan, 2020a; Statista, 2019). The below graphic illustrates the need for sensors for the 

different levels of vehicle autonomy, which clearly shows that vehicles with a higher level of 

autonomy require a higher amount and more advanced sensors. 
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Sensor Setup for Different Levels of Vehicle Autonomy 

 

(Source: McKinsey, 2019) 

 

Finally, the software element is made up of (i) basic decision-making software, (ii) machine learning 

algorithmic software and (iii) application of artificial intelligence. The level of desired autonomy in 

a vehicle determines the complexity in the software and computing power. With regards to L1 and 

L2 vehicles, vehicles apply ADAS technologies, whereas # and onwards vehicles require HAD 

technologies. ADAS include technologies such as vision sensors and basic decision-making 

software and is seen as the foundation for developing HAD features, which requires more 

advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence (Deloitte, 2019; Sigal, 2019). 

 

Tier 1 suppliers like Aptiv and Veoneer produce some of these components entirely themselves, 

while other components are being supplied from technology companies and Tier 2 suppliers. The 

offering of Tier 1 suppliers is then to integrate these components into a fully functioning system 

in the given vehicle framework. 
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2.2 Introduction to Aptiv 

As mentioned in the introduction, Aptiv was established when Delphi Automotive spun-off its 

powertrain systems division in 2017 and renamed the company Aptiv. The company is publicly 

listed on the New York Stock Exchange, headquartered in Dublin, Ireland and currently operates 

as a Tier 1 automotive supplier in the fields of electronic vehicle architecture as well as advanced 

safety and user experience. 

 

2.2.1 Operations & Financials 

Aptiv operates under two business segments; a Signal & Power Solutions (S&PS) segment and an 

Advanced Safety & User Experience (AS&UX) segment. The S&PS segment provides a full suite 

of products and system integration solutions for the electronic architecture of vehicles, including 

electronic distribution systems and other engineered components, which essentially acts as the 

nervous system of a vehicle. The AS&UX segment provides advanced ADAS and HAD 

technology enablers (both hardware and software) as well as other relevant systems and 

components related to vehicle connectivity and infotainment. While the systems in the S&PS 

segment acts as the nervous system of a vehicle, the AS&UX technologies are referred to as the 

brain of the vehicle, since they perform functions that would otherwise have been performed by 

the driver (Aptiv, 2020a). Therefore, these segments are highly complementary. As presented in 

the table below, S&PS segment account for 72% of the revenue generated in 2019, meanwhile the 

AS&UX segment makes up the remaining 28% of total revenue. In terms of the geographical 

distribution, the Americas region is Aptiv’s largest market, but the company’s sales are well-

diversified across all the major regions. Furthermore, revenue grew at a compounded annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 5.6% in the presented two-year period, while both the gross margin and 

EBITDA margin have fallen slightly.  

 

 

 

Aptiv: Financial Overview 2017 2018 2019

Key Financials

Revenue (USDm) 12,884 14,435 14,357

Gross Margin 20.4% 18.9% 18.5%

EBITDA Margin 16.0% 15.5% 14.7%

Revenue by Segment

Signal & Power Solutions 73.3% 71.7% 71.5%

Advanced Safet & User Experience 26.7% 28.3% 28.5%

Revenue by Geography

Americas 39.6% 40.4% 39.6%

EMEA 32.9% 32.5% 33.4%

APAC 27.5% 27.1% 27.0%
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In 2019, global production by automotive OEMs fell by 6% from the 2018 level (Aptiv, 2020a), 

but the company managed to keep its revenue at a stable level, decreasing only 0.5% in the same 

period, which indicates strong performance by Aptiv, given the market circumstances. 

 

2.2.2 Strategic Objectives 

It is furthermore necessary to evaluate the strategic objectives of Aptiv, to determine if a potential 

acquisition of Veoneer is aligned with the strategic objectives that have already been put forward 

by Aptiv. The company’s strategic objectives can be boiled down to five different key objectives; 

(i) revenue diversification, (ii) growth portfolio, (iii) improved cost structure, (iv) investments for 

growth and (v) balanced capital deployment (Aptiv, 2020b). 

 

With regards to the revenue diversification, Aptiv seeks to diversify its revenue streams across 

customers, geographies, and other near end-markets. Additionally, the company is looking to 

establish an industry-leading portfolio through technological superiority relative to its peers. 

Furthermore, they are looking to expand their active safety offerings in order to capitalize on the 

implementation of ADAS features in the coming near-term wave of L1 and L2 vehicles that are 

expected to be produced in coming years. To be as flexible as possible and being able to adapt to 

a developing industry landscape, Aptiv also looks to improve its cost structure. Furthermore, Aptiv 

is determined to look for investments that will improve its competitiveness, which is in line with 

initiatives that have been taken by the company thus far, and has resulted in the completion of 11 

strategic investments since the beginning of 2017 (Mergermarket, 2020). Besides being highly 

engaged in M&A activity, Aptiv has also formed various partnerships, including an autonomous 

fleet partnership with Lyft and a joint venture with Hyundai, directed towards the design of 

autonomous driving technologies (Aptiv, 2020b). It is thus clear that M&A and strategic 

partnerships have served as an important tool for developing capabilities that eventually enable 

Aptiv to capitalize on the growth potential related to the development of both assisted and fully 

autonomous vehicles. Finally, Aptiv looks to deploy its capital in a disciplined and efficient manner 

to create a more sustainable business platform. More specifically, the company announced a long-

term target, in which the excess cash generated will be deployed towards M&A (45%-55%), capital 

expenditures (35%-40%) and the remaining to shareholders through dividend payments (Aptiv, 

2020c). 
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2.3 Introduction to Veoneer 

The establishment of Veoneer as a stand-alone entity was formed in June 2018, when Autoliv 

decided to spin-off its division related to modern automotive technology and electronics, while 

Autoliv kept its foundational passive safety business. The company is publicly listed on the New 

York Stock Exchange, is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden and currently operates as a Tier 1 

supplier in the fields of active safety, restraint control systems and braking systems. 

 

2.3.1 Operations and Financials 

Veoneer has historically operated under two business segments; an Electronics segment, which 

includes two different subsegments; (i) Active Safety and (ii) Restraint Control Systems. The other 

segment is Veoneer’s Braking Systems division. 

 

With regards to the Active Safety subsegment, Veoneer develops and integrates complete assisted 

and autonomous driving systems. More specifically, this is done through the design and compiling 

of sensors (vision-optics, radar, LiDAR), electronic control units, and decision-making software. 

Thus, this business is generally very much in line with a part of Aptiv’s AS&UX  segment. The 

second part of their Electronics division is the Restraint Control Systems subsegment, which 

provides satellite crash sensors and electronic control units for the deployment of passive safety 

features, such as airbag triggering (Veoneer, 2020a). Again, this product line is also overlapping 

with Aptiv’s AS&UX segment since they also provide both active and passive safety electronics. 

This is, however, not the core focus of Aptiv’s AS&UX segment (Aptiv, 2020a).  

 

The other segment of Veoneer is their Braking Systems segment, which is engaged in the design 

and development of braking systems for vehicles. Veoneer entered this segment through the 

creation of a joint venture3 between Nissin Kogyo and Veoneer. The division was restructured in 

June 2019, when Veoneer acquired the remaining 49% of the American division in the joint 

venture, while Nissin Kogyo alongside Honda acquired the remaining 51% of the Asian division 

in February 2020. And in April 2020, Veoneer announced the sale of the rest of its Braking Systems 

segment, meaning that the company fully exited its Braking Systems operations. These divestments 

are related to Veoneer’s decision to focus exclusively on ADAS and HAD enablers and on 

achieving a healthier cost structure (Barclays, 2020). 

 

3 Originally, Veoneer had a 51% stake in the joint venture, while Nissin Kogyo had a 49% stake in the joint venture 

(Mergermarket, 2020) 
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Furthermore, being involved in the development of assisted and autonomous vehicles, Veoneer’s 

intellectual properties, human capital, and automotive design capabilities should be considered one 

of its most valuable assets, as these are the foundation for competitiveness and advancement 

within ADAS and AD technologies. In 2019, Veoneer reported that the company had spent USD 

530m on research, development and engineering expenses, corresponding to 27.9% of the total 

revenues, which confirms the importance of their technological capabilities. In terms of actual 

protectable patents, Veoneer currently owns 850 patents and has 800 pending patents (Veoneer, 

2020a). Veoneer’s core capabilities and their potential for being long-term sustainable competitive 

advantages will be further covered under the strategic analysis. 

 

 

 

Financially, Veoneer has been struggling for some time now, and in 2019, the company reported 

a second consecutive year of negative growth in revenue as well as decreasing a gross margin and 

EBITDA margin. The financial development presented in the above table makes it clear that 

Veoneer is not operating as effectively as its peer, Aptiv. With regards to the revenue distribution 

across its business segments in 2019, the Electronics division comprising of Active Safety and 

Restraint Control Systems, makes up 80% of Veoneer’s total revenue, while the Braking Systems 

segment accounts for the remaining 20%. Geographically, Veoneer’s revenue is well-diversified 

across the three presented regions. The underperformance is somewhat related to Veoneer trying 

to catch up on its peers with their ADAS efforts, as they did not invest into these capabilities in a 

timely manner, which resulted in them missing out on capitalizing on the very early ADAS 

adoption into vehicles (Veoneer 2020b). This is also the reason that Veoneer has spent a substantial 

amount of money into research, design, and engineering aspects of their business over recent years. 

This can furthermore be related to the development in the order book of their Electronics 

Veoneer: Financial Overview 2017 2018 2019

Key Financials

Revenue (USDm) 2,322 2,228 1,902

Gross Margin 22.5% 22.1% 19.5%

EBITDA Margin 1.4% -7.4% -21.7%

Revenue by Segment

Active Safety 33.4% 37.0% 37.2%

Restraint Control Systems 46.2% 43.7% 43.2%

Braking Systems 20.4% 19.2% 19.6%

Revenue by Geography

Americas 34.9% 33.8% 32.4%

EMEA 28.5% 30.6% 32.8%

APAC 36.6% 35.6% 34.8%
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segment, which is presented in Appendix 1. Client orders are structured in way that is characterized 

by contractual agreements on a per vehicle model basis, which typically lasts for the lifetime of a 

certain model of around 4-7 years (Veoneer, 2020b). Thus, the order intake for a given year, is 

highly correlated with the revenue going forward 4-7 years. And as the order intake for 2013-2015 

was relatively poor (due to a lack of timely investments into developing proficient ADAS 

capabilities), this explains the negative trend in Veoneer’s revenue. The 2016-2018 period in terms 

of order intake, however, was much more positive and the company expects this to show in the 

first half of 2021 and to continue into short-to-middle term going forward (Veoneer, 2020c). While 

this presents a brief overview of Veoneer’s financial situation, a more complete analysis and 

discussion of the company’s historical financial performance, will be conducted in the section 

regarding the financial performance of Veoneer. 

 

2.4 Strategic Fit 

Based on the overview of both Aptiv and Veoneer, this section seeks to discuss the strategic fit 

between the two companies. These considerations will be relatively high-level but is going to be 

further elaborated throughout the thesis and particularly in the synergy section, where potential 

gains will be quantified. 

 

With regards to the offering similarity, it was shown that Aptiv and Veoneer mostly operate in the 

same field. Both businesses are namely structured around capitalizing on business opportunities 

that arise with the adaptation of ADAS and HAD technologies into vehicles. The Active Safety 

segment of Veoneer is extremely comparable to Aptiv’s AS&UX segment, with similar products 

and solutions such as ADAS electronic control units, decision-making software, and sensors. Since 

these products serve the same end-markets and applications, it would mean that an acquisition of 

Veoneer by Aptiv would eliminate a direct competitor, in a market that is highly competitive and 

uncertain, but also very rewarding in terms of the potential growth outlook. Furthermore, a 

potential acquisition would come at a time when Veoneer already has invested substantially in 

ramping up their ADAS and HAD capabilities. Also, it is very beneficial for Aptiv that Veoneer 

divested the remaining part of the division in April 2020, meaning that Aptiv is avoiding the 

acquisition of a division that is less relevant for the objectives of the company. Thus, the timing 

of a potential acquisition seems to be rather positive for Aptiv. 

 

For both Aptiv and Veoneer, their know-how regarding the integration of fully functioning 

systems in an automotive framework is highly important and serves as the foundation for their 
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businesses. As previously mentioned, one of the most important determinants for Tier 1 suppliers 

with regards to winning new orders, is their ability to provide superior ADAS and HAD enablers 

and integrate them appropriately into the automotive framework, which requires considerable 

engineering capabilities.  

 

Furthermore, there is a significant technological overlap between Aptiv and Veoneer, which 

propose an opportunity to access each other’s best practices in order to develop more advanced 

products and system integration capabilities. Particularly within ADAS and HAD technologies that 

are still being improved and becoming more sophisticated, combining the knowledge of both 

companies could eventually prove to be extremely valuable and be a major driver for completing 

a potential merger. This assumption is confirmed by Bena & Li (2014), who argues that there is a 

strong positive correlation between technological overlap and completion of a merger. 

Furthermore, Bena & Li (2014) argues that there is positive impact on post-merger innovation 

output when two companies have a substantial technological overlap pre-merger. Thus, there is 

evidence that by combining forces, a combined entity could potentially leverage each other’s best 

practices in order to foster innovation and develop better and more advanced products.  

 

In relation to the above, Veoneer established a joint venture with Volvo in 2017, called Zenuity. 

Zenuity’s purpose is to develop advanced software for ADAS and HAD technologies, for which 

Veoneer acts as the exclusive distribution channel (Mergermarket, 2020). Veoneer has invested a 

high amount of cash here, and the company’s success is, to some extent, dependent on the success 

of Zenuity’s software. Recent developments have been promising, as the company won approval 

by the Swedish authorities to launch live tests of self-driving vehicles. Also, Chinese automotive 

OEM, Geely, chose Zenuity as its preferred ADAS and HAD technology provider for its first L3  

project (Blonder, 2019; Vaish, 2019). Furthermore, Zenuity has won three other contracts with 

automotive OEMs (Veoneer, 2020b), which validates the technologies being developed by the 

company. Thus, a merger between companies would give bring along the possibility to access the 

advanced technology that is currently being developed by Zenuity. 

 

Given the overlap in their offering, both companies are expected to have a set of relatively similar 

suppliers, meaning that they will be able to pool procurement and potentially receive more 

attractive terms with suppliers. Also, administrative back-office functions are expected to be 

overlapping, which could prove to result in savings from an overhead reduction. 
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Another important aspect of combining the two companies would be access to one another’s 

unique customer relationships. A broader customer diversification implies less risk and 

dependency on specific customers, which would ultimately result in less financial fluctuation and 

a more sustainable business model. As presented in the graphic below, there is naturally an overlap 

in customers, but the respective companies also serve customers that the other party does not 

serve. Besides a more sustainable business model, being less dependent on specific customers 

could potentially also lead to better contracts with the respective automotive OEMs (Kotler et al, 

2016). Furthermore, in relation to non-overlapping, however, complementary segments such as 

Aptiv’s S&PS and infotainment solutions, there might be a possibility to cross-sell to customers. 

 

Customer Overview for Aptiv and Veoneer 

 

 

 

Less attractive for Aptiv, is Veoneer’s relatively bad financial performance in the last couple of 

years. Historically decreasing margins and inability to generate operating cash flow would 

potentially mean that Aptiv would have to “subsidize” the business until it comes back on track 

for profitability, which is worrying in an environment where companies are focusing on having 

financial flexibility. However, as mentioned, merging the two companies would most likely come 

with some economies of scale, which would thereby decrease costs and be the first step towards 

profitability.  
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The poor financial performance of Veoneer, however, is what creates an element of opportunism 

in relation to a potential merger. If Veoneer is in a difficult situation, this may encourage their 

willingness to sell at a discount. With regards to market perceptions of both company’s, the above 

graphic presents the indexed stock performance of both Aptiv and Veoneer from 15th of June 

2018 until 18th of July 2020. The starting point of 15th of June 2018 represents the date that Veoneer 

started trading on the New York Stock Exchange as a stand-alone entity. Here it is seen that Aptiv 

has performed significantly better than Veoneer and that the markets prefer Aptiv to Veoneer. 

This confirms the notion of Veoneer being an underperforming asset, which therefore, ultimately 

represents an element of opportunism with regards to a potential merger. 

 

Based on the fit with regards to the offering of the respective companies, it is clear that Veoneer 

is an attractive target for Aptiv. A potential acquisition would allow for a larger platform to 

capitalize on the expected growth related to ADAS and HAD adoption of vehicles. Also, the ability 

to leverage on each other’s best-practices is another attractive aspect of a potential merger. 

Additionally, the elimination of a direct competitor will be beneficial for Aptiv in a transforming 

competitive landscape. Finally, the ability to provide complementary products and thereby a more 

complete product portfolio, alongside the access to each other’s unique customer relationships, is 

also considered to be valuable. Veoneer’s poor financial performance, however, does represent a 

challenge for Aptiv in considering a potential merger with Veoneer. This is due to the fact that it 

will most likely be costly and time-consuming to integrate Veoneer into Aptiv. Particularly in an 

environment where competition is structured the way it is, flexibility is required in order to adapt 
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to potential technological disruptions. This, however, does potentially also represent an 

opportunity where, due to the underperformance of Veonner, it may be possible to acquire the 

company at a discount to what would be expected under normal circumstances. It is thus 

concluded that there is a good strategic fit between the two companies. While a potential 

acquisition, however, does include certain challenges, the associated benefits are assumed to 

possibly exceed these. The following part of this thesis will, therefore, examine how a potential 

acquisition should be structured in a way that creates value for Aptiv. 

 

 

3. Strategic Analysis 

The following strategic analysis serves to provide an overview of the external and internal elements 

influencing the valuation of Veoneer. It will draw upon established strategic frameworks, including 

Kotler & Keller’s (2016) PESTEL model, Porter’s (2008) five forces framework, and Barney’s 

(1991) VRIN framework. For consistency, it is important to notice the industry definition that is 

applied and referred to in this strategic analysis, is defined as the industry of companies that design, 

develop and compile products and systems for vehicles with ADAS and HAD features. 

 

The PESTEL model is applied to describe the broader macro trends affecting automotive 

suppliers. While the insights gained from this model are valuable for evaluating the overall macro 

trends, it has its limitations in terms of generating actual quantitative input for the valuation. 

Porter’s five forces seek to analyze the competitive landscape of the industry, which is based on 

the essential factors that influence the level of competitiveness in an industry in terms of intensity 

and attractiveness. Since both the PESTEL model and Porter’s five forces framework are applied 

to analyze the external environment, the VRIN framework seeks to identify Veoneer’s internal 

capabilities in order to determine whether or not the company has any long-term sustainable 

competitive advantages.  

 

The choice of frameworks has been based on the research of alternative frameworks and the 

overall fit in relation to answering the problem statement. An alternative method to analyze the 

competitive structures of an industry is Cabral’s (2017) industrial organizations theoretical 

framework, which applies fundamental economic theory to explain the competitive situation and 

behaviours of players in a given industry. The framework, however, works better on mature and 

more predictable sectors such as the airline industry, but less so for sectors that are undergoing 

technological transformations. With regards to analyzing Veoneer’s internal capabilities, an 
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alternative framework could have been Porter’s (1985) value chain, which seeks to analyze a 

company’s competitive advantage based on where in the value chain a firm creates value. The 

framework’s major drawback, however, is the underlying assumption that players within an 

industry are homogenous (Barney, 1991), and thus, the VRIN model is preferred to analyze 

Veoneer’s sustainable competitive advantages. 

 

As mentioned, the level of actual quantitative inputs that can be derived from the following 

analyses is somewhat dubious. But the following strategic analysis is furthermore highly relevant 

for determining whether an acquisition of Veoneer is an attractive opportunity for Aptiv. Thus, 

the strategic analysis does not only serve the valuation of Veoneer, but does also serve the main 

purpose of this thesis, namely to provide a holistic investment recommendation to the 

shareholders of Aptiv. 

 

3.1 Macro Trends 

Political & Legal Factors 

The introduction of vehicles with ADAS and AD features have significant consequences for 

society in multiple ways, which is why political concerns and legislative actions will have a crucial 

impact in shaping the industry. The main concerns regarding semi- and fully autonomous vehicles 

are related to safety, cybersecurity, and privacy concerns.  As people will be trusting a machine to 

do the driving rather than themselves, the vehicles must be extremely safe in relation to preventing 

crashes if politicians are to approve of fully autonomous vehicles, which is positive for safety 

technology suppliers such as Aptiv and Veoneer. With regards to cybersecurity, there is a concern 

that hostile parties can reach the computer of these vehicles and thus take over the control, simply 

because of the fact that the vehicle is essentially being operated by a computer. Also, level 2 to 

level 5 vehicles generate a lot of data, which have resulted in political concerns regarding the 

privacy of the individual owners.  Therefore, suppliers must make a lot of effort into designing an 

appropriate cybersecurity framework around their technologies, which is costly. Both Aptiv and 

Veoneer are heavily engaged in the cybersecurity aspect of their ADAS and AD technologies. 

Overall, these safety and security demands are positive for suppliers such as Aptiv and Veoneer, 

because OEMs will have to implement their products to a larger extent, but it also puts pressure 

on the suppliers, since they need to develop quite advanced and R&D intensive products. 

 

As made clear from above, there is a motivation from politicians and institutions to regulate the 

industry, but the predictability of when and how these initiatives will impact the industry is less 
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transparent. Because fully autonomous vehicles are not out on the streets, we have not fully 

understood the implication of implementing self-driving vehicles into urban communities. 

Additionally, there is some political interest to hinder the development of fully autonomous cars 

because it is believed that it will be hostile towards jobs, such as truck- and taxi driving. Finally, 

the industry development is also somewhat dependent on political initiatives to invest in 

infrastructure that enable autonomous driving to a larger extent. All of these factors imply that the 

industry has a high level of implied volatility, resulting in a requirement of being both 

technologically and financially flexible for the automotive suppliers.  

 

Economic Factors 

From an economic perspective, two underlying factors affect the outlook for automotive suppliers 

of components and systems that enable ADAS and HAD features. That is lightweight vehicle 

production (LVP) and content per vehicle (CVP), where LVP is the total amount of lightweight 

vehicles produced in the world, while CVP is the amount of content that goes into these newly 

produced vehicles. LVP is highly dependent on the purchasing power of consumers, which in turn 

is positively correlated with the general economic environment.  As presented in the table below, 

the key markets for automotive sales are all expected to experience significant drops in economic 

growth in 2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, a recovery is expected to follow in 

2021 and going forward. As a result of the automotive industry’s cyclical nature, it must be 

expected that automotive sales are going to be highly affected in 2020. 

 

 

(Source: PwC, 2020) 

 

With regards to the CPV, OEMs are increasingly going to introduce cars with the more ADAS 

and HAD features, as vehicle autonomy is going to be adopted. Furthermore, regulatory initiatives 

are expected to put an increased focus on the enhancement of vehicle safety, These factors are 

positive underlying drivers for the outlook of CPV, which also implies that this aspect is less 

correlated with economic conditions.  

Real GDP Growth of Key Markets

(Based on purchasing power parity) 2020E 2021E 2022E - 2026E

Global -4.9% 5.5% 3.4%

US -6.9% 4.2% 1.8%

UK -10.3% 7.1% 1.8%

Eurozone -9.2% 6.1% 1.4%

Japan -5.6% 2.3% 0.6%

China 0.0% 7.6% 5.7%

India -4.3% 7.2% 7.5%
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Socioeconomic & Environmental Factors 

The primary characteristics in relation the socioeconomic and environmental factors are the 

growing middle class in developing countries, increased environmental awareness and demands 

from the general population, the perception of autonomous vehicles, and a desire from consumers 

with regards to connected services. With regards to the impact of global demographic 

development, one of the most important on factors affecting LVP will be a growing middle class 

in developing countries, primarily in Asia. Another key concern is the increased awareness of 

consumers in relation to the environmental impact that traditional vehicles have on the 

environment, which is also why electronic vehicles have gained popularity in recent years. It thus 

seems inevitable that vehicles will become increasingly electrified, which is positive for suppliers 

like Aptiv and Veoneer, who both cater to this market. Furthermore, it is estimated that a majority 

of the general population currently have a somewhat limited perception on what autonomous 

vehicles actually are and can do for them (Frost & Sullivan, 2020a). In order to attract increasing 

attention to the beneficial features derived from ADAS and AD technologies, suppliers and OEMs 

need to somehow educate the population and present the benefits derived from autonomous cars. 

Finally, as with many modern products, the consumers expect connected, integrated and intelligent 

services, which more specifically means that cars need features that are able to predict consumer 

preferences and that enable connectivity with other devices, in order to provide better customer 

experiences.  

 

Technological Factors 

Overall, the industry is in a period of unprecedented technological development and most research 

indicates that vehicles will inevitably become increasingly electrified and autonomous. The 

technological development that will shape the industry, should be considered respectively on a 

near-to-middle-term and long-term basis. All the technological development will be contributed 

towards reaching higher levels of vehicle autonomy, until full autonomy is reached. As previously 

mentioned, the vehicles currently being produced should categorized into level 0-2 vehicles and 

therefore, most technological development in the near-to-middle-term will revolve around 

improving ADAS technology enablers, such as LiDAR, electronic control units, vision systems, 

and less advanced decision-making software. These enablers serve as the foundation for 

introducing level 3 and onwards vehicles, which on top the mentioned ADAS technologies, also 

will require artificial intelligence and advanced machine learning. Due to the advancement of 

technologies, suppliers will need to strengthen their technological capabilities. 
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3.1.1 Macro Trends Summary 

Based on the PESTEL analysis, it is evident that industry is somewhat volatile and subject to new 

technological breakthroughs and, therefore also a high growth market. The growth in the market 

is predominantly going to be driven by increased CPV as a result of technological improvements, 

regulatory requirements, and by increasing electrification of vehicles. The analysis also highlighted 

several threats for players in the industry. As the investments towards technological development 

are rather intense, there is pressure on suppliers to keep developing their technological capabilities. 

 

3.2 Competitive Landscape 

Threat of Substitute Products 

As previously mentioned, the underlying products that enable assisted and automated driving are 

comprised of sensors, control units and software that all work together. Given the state of today’s 

technological knowledge, these products are currently non-substitutable and also necessary in 

order to develop autonomous vehicles (Frost & Sullivan, 2020b). With regards to the hardware 

sensors, comprised of vision-optics (cameras), radar and LiDAR, most vehicle manufacturers are 

currently implementing them jointly into the vehicle platform and subsequently fusing the data 

generated from these sensors. Some companies do, however, argue that the fusion of the data 

generated from all the sensors, make the system more complex than necessary. According to 

Tesla’s Elon Musk (Hawkins, 2019), LiDAR is an unnecessary sensor for developing autonomous 

vehicles, which is why Tesla models solely rely on vision-optics and radars, while the rest of the 

industry disagrees and therefore still use LiDAR sensors.  

 

Even if the LiDAR might prove to be unnecessary in future, the vision-optics and radars are 

commonly being perceived as necessary products enabling autonomous driving. Furthermore, 

there is no substitute for decision-making software. It might evolve and become better in the 

future, but it is still absolutely necessary. Therefore, the design of combining the mentioned 

hardware products with decision-making software, which enables vehicle autonomy, is considered 

to non-substitutable. For Aptiv and Veoneer, this specifically means that they currently face no 

competition from players with completely alternative approaches to reach vehicle autonomy and 

therefore, the threat is very limited with regards to substitute products. 
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Threat of New Entrants 

Several factors impact the barriers to entry. First of all, the number of automotive Tier 1 suppliers 

is relatively small as a result of the mentioned historical consolidation of the industry. Therefore, 

the existing suppliers are all operating on a global scale and have a significant size, meaning the 

new entrants would lack the economies of scale that current suppliers enjoy.  

 

The high research and development costs associated with the design and development of ADAS 

and HAD systems are additional factors making it difficult for new players to enter the industry. 

Furthermore, these systems are complex and require a lot of different components to work 

coactively, which, besides technological capabilities, also requires a high amount of knowledge 

within automotive system design and engineering capabilities. However, a few technology 

companies have entered the industry in some form because of their extensive financial resources 

and technological capabilities (Frost & Sullivan, 2020c). In 2017, Intel acquired Israeli Mobileye, 

who develops advanced camera-based solutions for ADAS and HAD systems, which marks Intel’s 

entrance in the industry. And while Mobileye is not a direct competitor to companies like Aptiv 

and Veoneer in the sense that Mobilesye is not able to deliver full system solutions, they still 

capture some of the value being generated in the development of ADAS and HAD systems. 

Another example of this is that NVIDIA developed the NVIDIA DRIVE AGX processor, which 

is a key component of Veoneer’s ADAS electronic control unit. These recent entrants are a result 

of the high growth potential and technological barriers of the industry, and they are threatening to 

companies like Aptiv and Veoneer. The Tier 1 automotive suppliers do, however, have a 

competitive advantage, which is their expertise and knowledge with regards to the design, 

development, and systems integration capabilities in automotive frameworks, which the 

technology companies lack (Frost & Sullivan, 2020c). This is also why technology companies have 

established partnerships with suppliers such as Aptiv and Veoneer. As previously mentioned, this 

enables Tier 1 suppliers to leverage the technological capabilities of companies like Intel and 

NVIDIA, while these technology companies leverage the Tier 1 suppliers’ expertise of developing 

complete automotive systems. 

 

Overall, the threat of new entrants is considered to be medium-to-high, because of the risk that 

some technology companies will increasingly decide to enter the market in the event of 

technological disruption, which is a significant risk for the Tier 1 suppliers going forward. 

However, the traditional suppliers benefit from extensive engineering capabilities and expertise in 

automotive frameworks, which other companies are lacking. 
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Bargaining Power of Buyers 

The suppliers that design, develop and compile safety systems for ADAS and HAD, often 

exclusively supplies to automotive OEMs, making the customer base relatively narrow. Even 

though there are more buyers (OEMs) than Tier 1 suppliers, the top 10 OEMs account for 

approximately 75% of the annual LVP (Veoneer, 2020a), indicating that they have relatively large 

bargaining power against their suppliers. Furthermore, the industry and underlying technologies 

are still in a developing phase, meaning that suppliers like Aptiv and Veoneer currently have to 

establish themselves as having the market-leading solutions in order to have their ADAS and HAD 

efforts validated by the market (Morgan Stanley, 2020). Therefore, there is a desire of achieving 

recognition by supplying to some of the leading OEMs, such as Ford, Toyota and Volkswagen, 

which ultimately increase the bargaining power of these large OEMs. Additionally, OEMs have 

been cutting costs for some time now, which have put pressure on suppliers in relations to pricing. 

 

On the other hand, however, the consolidation of suppliers has lowered the number of suppliers 

being able to deliver complete systems to the OEMs (Roland Berger, 2015). This means that buyers 

now have relatively fewer suppliers to choose from, which is a factor that decreases the bargaining 

power of buyers. Overall, however, the bargaining power of buyers is considered to be medium-

to-high because of the sheer size of OEMs and the fact that suppliers currently seeks to get their 

ADAS and HAD efforts validated. 

 

Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

The Tier 1 automotive suppliers that design, develop and compile systems for assisted and 

autonomous driving, use a number of different inputs to compile and integrate complete systems. 

These inputs are derived from a variety of different suppliers and are mainly comprised of (i) raw 

materials, (ii) basic electronics, (iii) sensors, (iv) semiconductors and (v) technology companies 

providing specialized software. With regards to the suppliers of raw materials, the product is highly 

commoditized and therefore has a low level of differentiation, meaning that these suppliers have 

low bargaining power. The same applies for the suppliers of basic electronic components since 

there is a large number of suppliers for these relatively standardized components.  

 

In relation to the sensors that enable autonomous driving features (vision-optics, LiDAR and 

radar), the suppliers of these products have varying degrees of bargaining power, dependent on 

the complexity related to the product. Particularly LiDAR, which is also the most expensive of the 

three different sensors, is considered to be the most complex product to develop and therefore 
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usually outsourced to third-party LiDAR specialists. Due to this complexity, these LiDAR 

suppliers are able to differentiate themselves from each other and market-leading LiDAR providers 

such as Velodyne, therefore, have an advantage in terms of bargaining power. But the development 

of LiDAR is relatively new, and many entrants try to capitalize on the growth potential, meaning 

that automotive Tier 1 suppliers have a broad base of suppliers to choose from. Overall, suppliers 

of LiDAR, therefore, have a low-to-medium bargaining power. In relation to radar and vision-

optics, these products are more standardized and thus comes with less differentiation across 

suppliers, implying that they have a lower bargaining power (Frost & Sullivan, 2020b). Also, most 

Tier 1 suppliers develop vision-optics and radars in-house. Therefore, these suppliers have a low 

bargaining power. 

 

Some of the suppliers with the highest bargaining power are semiconductors, such as Intel and 

NVIDIA. The reason behind this is that there is a small number of companies with relevant and 

advanced capabilities for the automotive industry (McKinsey, 2019). The suppliers of more 

advanced software likewise have a high bargaining power, due to their highly differentiated 

capabilities, but many of the Tier 1 suppliers have acquired software companies in an attempt to 

eliminate this. Examples of this are Aptiv’s acquisition of nuTonomy and Veoneer’s former joint 

venture with Volvo called Zenuity. Both of these subsidiaries develop highly advanced software 

for autonomous vehicles.  

 

Overall, the suppliers are considered to have a low-to-medium bargaining power, with the 

semiconductors having the largest amount of bargaining power.  

 

Rivalry Among Existing Competitors 

The basis of the competition between Tier 1 automotive suppliers that design, develop and 

compile systems for assisted and autonomous driving, are their technology, engineering, and 

integration capabilities as well as pricing. More specifically, they are primarily competing on their 

ability to design and develop systems that will enable different levels of vehicle autonomy, while 

secondarily keeping these systems at low prices, due to OEM cost-cutting initiatives (Capgemini, 

2017). 

 

The general push towards reaching full autonomy, combined with a medium-to-high threat of new 

entrants, force the Tier 1 suppliers to keep developing better products and systems from a purely 

technological standpoint. The cost-cutting initiatives and medium-to-high bargaining power of the 
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automotive OEMs also indicates a somewhat high level of competition on prices. The pricing 

aspect of the competition, however, is considered as the secondary target for OEMs, since the 

primary objective is to secure full autonomy in vehicles (Frost & Sullivan, 2020d). 

 

The intensity, in which Tier 1 suppliers compete, is being pulled down by the substantial outlook 

for growth, meaning that players do not have to take over market shares in order to grow, which 

indicates a less intensive rivalry. The technological development that is needed by each company 

to stay relevant, however, indicates some level of intensity in the competition. Generally, there is 

a high level of rivalry between suppliers of safety systems for assisted and autonomous driving due 

to transforming phase of the industry. The growth outlook, however, also contributes somewhat 

to a less intensive rivalry, as companies can grow without necessarily taking over market shares. 

 

3.2.1 Competitive Landscape Summary 

In the evaluation of the market attractiveness, based on the above analysis, it is clear that it is a 

challenging market, but also rewarding for those who get it right because of the large growth 

potential. The challenges in the market come from a medium-to-high bargaining power of 

automotive OEMs as well as transforming technological landscape, which creates opportunities 

for new potential entrants with different capabilities. Therefore suppliers need to keep advancing 

their technological capabilities and establish mutually beneficial partnerships, while also trying to 

keep costs low. The more positive aspects of the market dynamics are the substantial outlook for 

growth, lack of substitutable products, and low-to-medium bargaining power of suppliers. 

 

3.3 Internal Capabilities of Veoneer 

The VRIN framework developed by Barney (1991), seeks to identify whether or not a company 

has a long-term sustainable competitive advantage. Implicitly in the framework, is the assumption 

of heterogeneity between players and resources within an industry, which is why this model is an 

advantageous framework for analyzing the internal capabilities of Veoneer. More specifically, the 

framework will look to identify if any of Veoneer’s resources or attributes can be considered long-

term sustainable competitive advantages, which further facilitates the discussion of what 

differentiates the company from other players in the industry.  

 

Barney (1991) argues that in order for a resource to be considered a long-term sustainable 

competitive advantage, it must be valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non-substitutable. Here, 

the term “resources” includes the total of a firm’s asset, capabilities, and special attributes. Based 
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on an assessment of Veoneer’s resources, only a sample of unique ones is presented in the below 

table, as these are considered to be the resources that enable differentiation between Veoneer and 

its competitors. Thus, resources such as geographical presence and manufacturing capabilities have 

been excluded from the figure, since these are considered to be valuable, but does not necessarily 

give Veoneer a sustainable competitive advantage. The presented resources that have the potential 

to be the foundation for a sustainable competitive advantage are all intangible, which is in line with 

Barney’s (1991) argument that these assets are more difficult to acquire compared to tangible 

assets. 

 

Through a careful assessment of Veoneer’s internal capabilities, it was found that its safety heritage, 

innovative culture, intellectual property, human capital and customer relations are what 

differentiates the company from other players in the industry. 

 

Veoneer 

Resources 

Valuable 

(V) 

Rare 

(R) 

Imperfectly Imitable 

(I) 

Non-substitutable 

(N) 

Foundation for 

SCA 

Safety 

Heritage 
Yes Yes Yes Partly Partly 

Innovative 

Culture 
Yes Yes Partly Yes Partly 

Intellectual 

Property 
Yes Partly No No No 

Human 

Capital 
Yes Partly Partly No No 

Customer 

Relations 
Yes Partly Partly No No 

 

Safety Heritage 

Prior to being spun-off into a separate entity, Veoneer was the electronics division of Autoliv, 

which has almost 70 years of experience with automotive safety development and, therefore, has 

deep expertise and understanding within the development of safety systems for automotive 

frameworks (Autoliv, 2019; Veoneer, 2019). This is not only valuable but also a rare feature relative 

to its competitors. Aptiv started making powertrain systems for internal combustion engine cars, 

while Continental was built on selling tires. Additionally, the deep understanding of safety needs 

and its interaction with various automotive components is not a feature that can easily be imitated 

by competitors. Furthermore, the safety heritage and expertise has been developed over a long 
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historical period, in which valuable knowledge has been accumulated, and it is therefore rather 

difficult to substitute (Frost & Sullivan, 2020c). It is thus safe to conclude that this deep 

understanding of the interaction between safety systems and automotive framework design is 

highly valuable. Overall, Veoneer’s deep expertise around safety systems for vehicles should thus 

be considered as partly having the potential of being a sustainable competitive advantage, since it 

is a unique selling point towards current and potential customers and extremely difficult for new 

entrants to acquire. 

 

Innovative Culture 

Veoneer has a long history of introducing innovative products to the market and particularly within 

active safety.  Examples of these innovative product launches include Veoneer’s and Continental’s 

joint effort on creating a highly advanced long-range radar that was introduced in the late 1990s, 

its night vision pedestrian detection system in 2005 and most recently, the Zeus ADAS ECU that 

was developed in collaboration with Zenuity (Veoneer, 2020b). This proves that Veoneer has a 

long and proven track-record of introducing innovative solutions for the automotive sector, which 

is both a valuable and rare resource to have. Such a resource should be considered a cultural aspect 

of Veoneer’s way of doing business and is something that has been developed over a long period 

of time. Therefore, Veoneer’s innovative approach and proven track-record in delivering advanced 

solutions for its customer do partly create a foundation for being a sustainable competitive 

advantage. 

 

Intellectual Property 

As mentioned in the introduction to Veoneer, a part of the company’s intellectual property is its 

850 active patents, of which more than 50% of these are related applications (Veoneer, 2020a). 

These are naturally a critical part of Veoneer’s business and competitive capabilities going forward 

should thus be considered valuable. They are also rare in the sense that there is only one patent 

per specific product/technology, but this does not necessarily mean that a competitor is not able 

to reach the same solution with a different technology. This is demonstrated by the technological 

development of radar sensors, which is one of Veoneer’s main products and for which they have 

many patents, including one for a technology that enables the detection of blind spots of a vehicle. 

But this patent does not mean that competitors are not able to provide such radars, they just 

cannot copy Veoneer’s way of doing it and, therefore, this resource is imitable to some extent. As 

a result of the above, the resource can therefore, neither be considered a non-substitutable 
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resource. Veoneer’s intellectual property does therefore, not serve as a foundation for a sustainable 

competitive advantage.  

 

Human Capital 

It is often the case that technology companies are highly reliant on the skills of their employees, in 

relation to be competitive in the continuous development of more advanced and sophisticated 

products and the same applies for Veoneer. The key skills needed for companies in this industry 

are related to electromechanical engineering practices and software development (Alexe, 2019). 

Out of Veoneer’s almost 9,000 employees, approximately 55% of them are employed within 

engineering and software development, 22% of them within manufacturing and the remaining 

22% in production and SG&A overhead functions. Additionally, Zenuity employs 700 people, of 

which 90% of them are employed within software development (Veoneer, 2020a). Through their 

technical expertise and deep industry knowledge, these employees are extremely valuable for 

Veoneer and probably one the key determinants for the company’s success going forward. The 

highly skilled workforce and experienced leadership is a rare feature on a general basis, but 

compared to Veoneer’s direct competitors, it cannot be considered a rare feature. Furthermore, it 

cannot be considered completely imperfectly imitable or non-substitutable and, therefore, 

Veoneer’s human capital is not a source of sustainable competitive advantage.  

 

Customer Relations 

Being active in the automotive industry for approximately 70 years has resulted in unique customer 

relationships with most automotive OEMs and as result, Veoneer currently has a well-diversified 

customer base, supplying to most of the leading global OEMs. Compared to their current 

competitors, Veoneer’s customer relations have always been based on the company’s supply of 

safety solutions, which is both valuable and a somewhat rare characteristic, when OEMs are 

considering the alternatives for ADAS and HAD system suppliers. Due to the long history of these 

customer relations, the resource can be considered rather difficult to imitate. It could, however, be 

argued that these customer relations are forged through other means, which is also why companies 

like Aptiv and Continental also have rather unique and close customer relations with most 

automotive OEMs. This argument also implies that the resource cannot be considered non-

substitutable. Therefore, Veoneer’s unique customer relations are neither a source of sustainable 

competitive advantage. 
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3.3.1 Internal Capabilities Summary 

From the presented assessment of Veoneer’s internal capabilities based on Barney’s (1991) VRIN 

framework, it can be concluded that company’s safety heritage and innovative culture are partly 

created a foundation for long-term sustainable competitive advantages. These resources have been 

built over a long period of time and involves a certain social complexity and ambiguity that makes 

it both difficult to imitate and substitute for other players. They are, however, not considered to 

be perfectly foundational for being long-term sustainable competitive advantages. Additionally, it 

was discussed whether or not Veoneer’s intellectual property, human capital and customer 

relations could be potential sources of long-term sustainable competitive advantages. Based on the 

analysis, however, these resources cannot be considered to be sources of long-term sustainable 

competitive advantages. 

 

 

4. Financial Performance Analysis 

The following analysis of Veoneer’s financial performance will provide valuable insight into the 

ability of the company to generate value relative to its closest peers. The analysis thus gives a better 

understanding of the company from a financial perspective, which is essential for the forecasting 

of the future performance, which in turn is necessary for the valuation of Veoneer. More 

specifically, this will be done through a reorganization of the reported financial statements, which 

will then be followed by a historical analysis of the company’s performance. The purpose of the 

reorganization of the financials is to get a more appropriate overview of Veoneer’s actual 

performance, rather than the performance that is depicted by the reporting with standard 

accounting measures. This will be driven by (i) a reorganization of the income statement in order 

to derive the net operating profit less adjusted taxes (NOPLAT), which is considered to be a most 

accurate measure of profits that are generated from the operations (Koller, 2010) and (ii) a 

reorganizing the of the balance sheet in order to derive the amount of invested capital that has 

been required to finance the operations of the company. The ratio between NOPLAT and the 

invested capital makes up the return on invested capital (ROIC), which is a key metric in the 

assessment of the actual value a company is able to create, given the amount capital that has been 

invested into the operations of the company. The reorganization of the financial statement will 

afterwards be followed by a historical analysis of key metrics, in order to establish an overview of 

how Veoneer has performed relative to its closest peers. 
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4.1 Reorganization: Income Statement 

As mentioned, the purpose of the following exercise is to derive the actual profit generated by 

Veoneer that can be attributed to the operations, which is referred to as NOPLAT. Amongst other 

things, this includes the exclusion of extraordinary one-off items that should be considered as part 

of the normal operations of the company, capitalization of leasing expenses, and exclusion of 

amortizations (Petersen et al, 2017). Thus, the exercise seeks to deduct all pure operating expenses 

from the sales in order to find the pre-tax operating profits, which is referred to as EBITA 

(earnings before interest, taxes, and amortizations). Thereafter, the operating taxes will be 

deducted from EBITA in the calculation of NOPLAT. The reason for deducting the operating 

taxes on EBITA rather than on EBIT in order to calculate NOPLAT, is because this eliminates 

the double-counting of amortizations expenses (Koller, 2010). 

 

In the reported income statement presented in Appendix 2, Veoneer includes “other income” in 

the calculation of EBIT (earnings before interest and taxes), but do not clearly state what is 

included in this line item. Furthermore, the income only occurred in 2017 and 2018, but not in 

2019, which indicates that it cannot be considered a part of the normal operations of the company, 

which is why it has been excluded in the reorganized income statement (Robinson, 2020). Besides 

the extraordinary “other income”, Veoneer also reported an impairment charge of USD 234m for 

goodwill in 2017, which is related to an impairment of the joint venture with Volvo, namely 

Zenuity. This charge cannot be considered to be a “normal” operating charge, why the line item 

has been excluded in the calculation of NOPLAT. In the reported statement, Veoneer has included 

its depreciation by distributing the figure across COGS (cost of goods sold), SG&A (sales, general, 

and administrative expenses) and RD&E (research, development, and engineering expenses). But 

in order to get a clear overview of the total levels of annual depreciation, they have been deducted 

from the respective line items and summed into a separate line item. Thus, this has no actual effects 

on NOPLAT, but it gives a more clear overview of the actual expenses related to COGS, SG&A 

and RD&E, respectively. In addition, the operating result of Zenuity should be considered as a 

part of the operating activities of Veoneer. In the reported income statement, however, Veoneer 

presented the net loss (which includes non-operating expenses) of Zenuity through the equity 

method investment. As a result, the operating profit (EBITA) of Zenuity has been calculated and 

adjusted as presented in Appendix 3 and subsequently deducted from Veoneer’s revenue to get a 

more accurate perspective of Veoneer’s EBITA (Robinson, 2020).  
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Usually in the reorganizing the income statement to calculate NOPLAT, you have to add-back 

leasing expenses on the income statement and thereafter capitalize them on the balance sheet for 

comparability purposes. Koller (2010) argues that this provides a more accurate evaluation of 

cross-company performances since some companies choose to lease PP&E (property, plant and 

equipment), while others choose to buy the PP&E directly, which would distort the comparison 

efforts between companies. Veoneer, however, has already capitalized their leasing expenses, 

which is in line with IFRS 16 principles and the exercise is therefore not necessary in this case. 

 

Finally, the taxes paid need to be deducted from the adjusted EBITA to calculate NOPLAT. 

However, since NOPLAT exclusively concerns the operating profits or losses, the taxes deducted 

should only be related to the operating activities of the company. This way, charges such as interest 

expenses should not be considered in the calculation of the actual operating taxes since these 

expenses create tax shields (Petersen et al, 2017). In practice, the calculation of the operating taxes 

is based on Veoneer’s reported tax reconciliation table, from which a clear distinction between 

operating items and the non-operating items has been made, which enables the calculation of 

operating taxes. The calculation of the historical effective operating tax rate is presented in 

Appendix 4. 

 

Veoneer’s reorganized income statement for the last three years is presented in the table on the 

following, which shows that NOPLAT has been negative in all of these years. As seen in the table, 

only pure operating activities have been included in the calculation.  
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4.2 Reorganization: Balance Sheet 

The reorganization of the balance sheet provides a clear distinction between the operating assets 

and liabilities from the financial assets and liabilities. Through a reorganization of the balance sheet, 

you get a clear overview of the capital that has been invested into the operating activities of a 

company through debt and equity financing (Koller, 2010). Thus, the reorganized balance sheet, 

which is found in the tables on the following page, highlights the following relationship between 

operating activities and its financing: 

 

Operating Assets – Operating Liabilities = Invested Capital = Debt + Equity 

 

Income Statement (Reorganized)

(USDm) 2017 2018 2019

Active Safety 777 825 708

Restraint Control Systems 1,073 974 822

Braking Systems 473 428 372

Total revenue 2,322 2,228 1,902

COGS -1,799 -1,736 -1,532

SG&A -108 -153 -185

RD&E -353 -444 -530

Depreciation -82 -88 -95

Operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity) -29 -60 -67

Adj. EBITA -49 -252 -507

Adj. EBITA margin -2.1% -11.3% -26.7%

Operating Taxes 16 40 108

NOPLAT -33 -213 -399

NOPLAT margin -1.4% -9.5% -21.0%

Reconciliation

Non-operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity) -2 -2 -3

Amortization -37 -23 0

Goodwill Impairment -234 0 -20

Other Income 8 18 0

Interest Income 0 7 20

Interest Expense 0 -1 -12

Other Non-operating Items -1 0 1

Non-operating Taxes -47 -81 -109

Net Profit (Loss) -345 -294 -522
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Balance Sheet: Asset Side (Reorganized)

(USDm) 2017 2018 2019

Operating Cash 46 45 38

Receivables 448 376 253

Inventories 154 172 144

Related Party Receivables 13 64 11

Prepaid Expenses & Other Contract Assets 34 39 47

Other Current Assets 0 22 18

Assets Held for Sale 0 0 317

Current Operating Assets 695 718 828

PP&E 362 499 473

Operating Lease Right-of-use Assets 0 0 100

Equity Method Investment 98 101 87

Goodwill 292 291 290

Intangible Assets 122 102 17

Deferred Tax Assets 30 11 7

Related Party Receivables 76 0 0

Other Non-current Assets 34 78 111

Non-current Operating Assets 1,014 1,081 1,085

Accounts Payable 320 369 233

Related Party Payables 8 16 3

Accrued Expenses 195 193 192

Income Tax Payable 41 9 7

Liabilities Held for Sale 0 0 118

Current Operating Liabilities 564 587 553

Deferred Tax Liabilities 17 13 13

Non-current Operating Liabilities 17 13 13

Invested Capital (Uses) 1,128 1,200 1,347

Balance Sheet: Liability Side (Reorganized)

(USDm) 2017 2018 2019

Other Current Liabilities 26 48 38

4% Convertible Senior Notes due 2024 0 0 160

Pension Liability 14 20 17

Operating Lease Non-current Liabilities 0 0 82

Financial Lease Non-current Liabilities 0 1 33

Other Non-current Liabilities 22 37 29

Related Party Long-term Debt 62 0 0

Financial Liabilities 124 106 359

Excess Cash -46 819 821

Short-term Investments 0 5 0

Investments 0 8 9

Financial Assets -46 832 830

Equity & Aquivalents 958 1,926 1,818

Invested Capital (Sources) 1,128 1,200 1,347
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Current Operating Assets 

Current operating assets include all the short-term assets that are necessary for the operation of 

the company, such as inventories, receivables, and operating cash. The operating cash has been 

estimated to comprise 2% of Veoneer’s annual revenues. Furthermore, “assets held for sale” has 

been included as an operating asset, since it covers Veoneer’s divested Asian division of their 

former Braking Systems segment. However, in the analysis of Veoneer’s historical performance 

and more specifically the analysis regarding its operating working capital, this asset will be excluded 

so that it does not distort the actual levels of required working capital. 

 

Non-current Operating Assets 

Non-current operating assets cover the long-term assets that are necessary for the continuation of 

the Veoneer’s operations, such as PP&E and intangible assets. Additionally, Veoneer’s equity 

method investment has been included here, since this line item accounts for their stake in Zeunity, 

which must be considered an operating asset. Moreover, related party receivables are considered 

to be operating assets, as they include reseller agreements between Veoneer and its former parent, 

Autoliv, which were put in place at the time of the spin-off (Veoneer, 2018a).  

 

Operating Liabilities 

Operating liabilities account for both current and non-current liabilities that are directly related to 

the operation of Veoneer. Amongst other items, these include accounts payable, accrued expenses 

and deferred tax liabilities. In addition, the liabilities that were held for sale in 2019 have been 

included, since these account for the liabilities that were related to the divested Asian division of 

Veoneer’s Braking Systems segment.  

 

Invested Capital 

The uses of the invested capital are calculated by deducting the operating liabilities from all of the 

operating assets, which is naturally equal to the amount of debt and equity that finances the 

operations of Veoneer. Taking a closer look of the financing side, it is clear that the primary 

historical sources of financing have been through equity capital injections since the spin-off of 

Veoneer from Autoliv. 
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4.3 Historical Performance Analysis 

This section seeks to analyze the historical performance of Veoneer relatively to its closest 

competitors. Analyzing the historical performance of the company and its peers gives valuable 

insight into the forecasting process of the financials, which in turn provides input for the valuation 

of Veoneer. More specifically, the analysis will be based on the comparison of key metrics and 

value drivers such as ROIC and revenue growth rates between Veoneer and its peers, which is 

made up of Aptiv and ZF Friedrichshafen. The reasoning behind comparing Veoneer to Aptiv 

and ZF is that these peers are considered to be the most comparable competitors due to the fact 

that their product offering and strategic positioning is relatively similar to Veoneer, compared to 

other competitors. Furthermore, since this thesis looks to provide an investment recommendation 

to the shareholders of Aptiv, it is highly useful to compare the historical performance of the two 

companies. 

 

Revenue Growth 

As revenue growth is a key driver in determining the underlying performance of a firm, it is 

essential to assess the growth of Veoneer on a stand-alone basis and compared to Aptiv and ZF.  

 

 

 

 

From 2017 to 2019, Veonner’s revenue fell from 2,322 USDm to 1,902 USDm, resulting in an 

overall CAGR of -9.5%, which has mainly been driven by falling turnover in the Restraint Control 

Systems and Braking Systems segments, while the Active Safety segment performance has had less 

impact on the overall negative performance. The growth in the Restraint Control Systems segment 

largely follows the development in LVP, due to the nature of the offered products and solutions 

in this segment, which predominantly consists electronic controls and actuators for passive safety 

functions. The same applies for the products and solutions offered under the Braking Systems 

Veoneer: Revenue by Segment

(USDm) 2017 2018 2019 CAGR

Active Safety 776.7 825.3 708.0 -4.5%

Restraint Control Systems 1,072.7 974.3 822.0 -12.5%

Braking Systems 472.7 428.3 372.0 -11.3%

Total 2,322.0 2,228.0 1,902.0 -9.5%

Veoneer: Revenue Growth by Segment

(Y-o-Y) 2017 2018 2019 Average

Active Safety 5.0% 6.3% -14.2% -1.0%

Restraint Control Systems -2.2% -9.2% -15.6% -9.0%

Braking Systems 20.9% -9.4% -13.2% -0.5%

Total 4.6% -4.0% -14.6% -4.7%
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division. The market for these types of products and solutions are in relatively more mature state 

(Frost & Sullivan, 2020b), leading to a structurally lower growth rate compared to the products 

and solutions in the Active Safety segment. For reference, the global LVP in terms of units 

produced, fell at a CAGR of -3.4% in the corresponding 2017-2019 period (IHS, April 2020). 

Thus, with regards to the Restraint Control Systems segment, Veoneer underperformed 

significantly compared to the global LVP. Regarding the Active Safety segment, the negative 

growth rates must be attributed to Veoneer’s inability to capitalize on the early ADAS 

implementation into vehicles, due to a lack of sufficient investments into their product portfolio 

and solution offering. As will be presented under the cost structure, Veoneer has therefore been 

trying to catch up with the market, which has resulted in large RD&E expenses over the last three 

years. This effort, however, is considered to have paid off given the large amounts of orders 

incurred over the last three years, compared to the period before that.  

 

 

 

Examining Veoneer’s growth compared to Aptiv and ZF shows a general pattern of volatility, 

particularly for Aptiv and Veoneer who are more exposed to the electrification and implementation 

of ADAS and HAD features into vehicles. Despite the volatility, Aptiv significantly outperformed 

the LVP, while ZF had a more modest performance compared to Aptiv. Veoneer’s performance 

is thus the lowest ranking, relatively to its closest peers in the 2017-2019 period. 

  

Revenue Growth

(Y-o-Y) 2017 2018 2019 Average

Veoneer 4.6% -4.0% -14.6% -4.7%

Aptiv 5.0% 12.0% -0.5% 5.5%

ZF 3.6% 1.3% -1.1% 1.3%
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Cost Structure 

The efficiency in which the respective companies operate with is expressed through the following 

assessment of both the fixed and variable cost structures of Veoneer and its peers.  

 

 

 

The variable costs being expressed in the COGS/Revenue metric presents a somewhat similar 

cost base in the range of 70-80% across the peers. While Aptiv has had a more favourable cost 

base relatively to Veoneer and ZF, the differentiation across the companies is relatively small. The 

same applies in regard to SG&A/Revenue, where the differential is less evident, compared to that 

of RD&E/Revenue. Here, it is clear that Veoneer is significantly underperforming with a cost base 

ranging between 15-30%, whereas Aptiv’s and ZF’s RD&E expenses historically only comprised 

less than 10% of total revenues. It is thus clear that Veoneer is underperforming on this metric, 

which implies that they have spent the last couple years trying to “catch up” in technical capabilities 

so that they are able to deliver proficient solutions to their customer’s increasingly demanding 

needs (Frost & Sullivan, 2020a). It is, however, important to stress that both Aptiv and ZF also 

operate in less RD&E intensive segments, which slightly distorts the comparison (Deutsche Bank, 

2020). Furthermore, as Aptiv and ZF are multiple times larger in size than Veoneer, it also implies 

that economies of scale is an important aspect of competing in the industry of supplying ADAS 

and HAD solutions.  

 

 

 

 

Cost Structure 2017 2018 2019 Average

COGS/Revenue

Veoneer 77.5% 77.9% 80.5% 78.6%

Aptiv 72.9% 73.1% 73.5% 73.1%

ZF 79.0% 80.4% 80.8% 80.1%

SG&A/Revenue

Veoneer 4.7% 6.9% 9.7% 7.1%

Aptiv 7.4% 6.9% 7.5% 7.3%

ZF 7.0% 6.8% 6.7% 6.8%

RD&E/Revenue

Veoneer 15.2% 19.9% 27.9% 21.0%

Aptiv 6.8% 8.0% 8.1% 7.7%

ZF 6.0% 5.7% 6.0% 5.9%
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NOPLAT Margin 

As mentioned under the reorganization of the income statement, the NOPLAT margin represents 

a “pure” operating profitability metric and thus gives insight into the ability of a company to 

generate a profit from its operation. Based on the above table, Aptiv is the leading the player with 

ZF coming in second and Veoneer vastly underperforming. Based on the previous assessment of 

both growth and cost structure, it is clear that Veoneer’s inferior RD&E cost base and negative 

growth has resulted in the significantly poor result, compared to Aptiv and ZF.  

 

 

 

Working Capital Efficiency 

Examining the working capital efficiency is furthermore fundamental to a broader understanding 

of the operating financing needs and additionally to forecast the expected balance sheet 

development going forward. 

 

 

 

NOPLAT Margin 2017 2018 2019 Average

Veoneer -1.4% -9.5% -21.0% -10.6%

Aptiv 6.2% 6.6% 5.5% 6.1%

ZF 3.3% 2.6% 1.7% 2.5%

Working Capital Efficency

(In number of days, except for NWC/revenue) 2017 2018 2019 Average

NWC/Revenue

Veoneer 5.7% 5.9% 4.0% 5.2%

Aptiv 6.0% 7.7% 7.2% 7.0%

ZF 2.2% 4.1% 4.2% 3.5%

DSO

Veoneer 70 62 49 60

Aptiv 69 63 65 66

ZF 53 51 50 52

DIO

Veoneer 31 36 34 34

Aptiv 42 44 45 44

ZF 39 48 49 45

DPO

Veoneer 65 78 56 66

Aptiv 87 81 85 84

ZF 75 67 67 70
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The table on the previous page presents the historical net working capital development as a 

percentage of revenue as well as the days sales outstanding (DSO), days inventories outstanding 

(DIO), and days payables outstanding (DPO). Contrary to the underperforming operating figures 

displayed under revenue growth and cost structure, Veoneer is on par and in some aspects, even 

performing better than Aptiv and ZF. An example of this is that Veoneer has significantly reduced 

its DSO, which is a metric presenting the amount of days it takes for the company to receive a 

payment from its debtors, going down from 70 days in 2017 to 49 days in 2019. Furthermore, 

Veoneer’s DIO has historically also been more efficient than its peers, which indicates an ability 

to quickly convert its inventory into sales. With regards to DPO, however, Veoneer has had a 

negative trend, meaning that the company is now paying its creditors faster than it did in in 2017 

and thus makes Veoneer the worst-performing company in this aspect. This may be due to its 

suppliers being increasingly worried about Veoneer’s ability to pay them, resulting in less 

favourable credit terms. Overall, however, Veoneer’s working capital efficiency should be 

considered in line with that of its closest peers. 

 

ROIC 

The importance of assessing ROIC was stressed initially in this section. It is namely the most pure 

representation of the ability of companies to create value.  

 

 

 

ROIC 2017 2018 2019 Average

Veoneer -3.0% -18.3% -31.3% -17.5%

Aptiv 12.7% 13.6% 9.9% 12.1%

ZF 10.3% 8.3% 5.6% 8.0%

Veoneer: ROIC breakdown 2017 2018 2019 Average

Revenue 100% 100% 100% 100%

Gross Margin 22.5% 22.1% 19.5% 21.4%

SG&A/Revenue 4.7% 6.9% 9.7% 7.1%

RD&E/Revenue 15.2% 19.9% 27.9% 21.0%

Depreciation/Revenue 3.5% 3.9% 5.0% 4.2%

Operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity)/Revenue 1.3% 2.7% 3.5% 2.5%

Adj. EBITA Margin -2.1% -11.3% -26.7% -13.4%

Operating WC/Revenue 5.7% 5.9% 10.7% 7.4%

Fixed Assets/Revenue 42.9% 46.4% 56.3% 48.5%

Invested Capital/Revenue 48.6% 52.2% 66.9% 55.9%

Revenue/Invested Capital 2.1x 1.9x 1.5x 182.2%

Pre-tax ROIC -4.3% -21.7% -39.8% -21.9%

Operating Tax 31.9% 15.8% 21.3% 23.0%

ROIC -3.0% -18.3% -31.3% -17.5%
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As expected from the analysis, Veoneer has historically been significantly underperforming 

compared to its closest peers, Aptiv and ZF. The underperformance has mainly been driven by a 

failure to capitalize on the early ADAS and HAD implementation into vehicles, resulting in poor 

growth, while also incurring significantly high RD&E costs, which has led to decreasing a 

NOPLAT margin and thereby also ROIC. 

 

Summary 

The historical analysis of Veoneer’s financial performance on a stand-alone basis, and compared 

to the company’s closest peers, expose a significant underperforming company. As previously 

highlighted, the underperformance mainly stems from (i) a failure to develop competitive solutions 

in time that would have allowed the company to capitalize on the early ADAS and HAD 

movement, which has resulted in poor growth relatively to Aptiv and ZF and (ii) the high RD&E 

cost structure, which again indicates that Veoneer has spent the last couple of years on catching 

up through technological development.  

 

 

5. Forecast 

5.1 Value Drivers 

Besides the insights gained from the previous analyses, the following forecast will be based on 

estimating the development in revenue, and subsequently, the development in operating costs will 

be forecasted as a function of the revenue. The forecast is thus based on a top-down approach, 

meaning that the underlying market development and market value drivers will create the 

foundation to forecast Veoneer’s revenue development. As stated in the strategic analysis, the 

market for automotive parts and components related to ADAS and HAD implementation is 

mainly driven by two key factors; (i) the lightweight vehicle production (LVP) and (ii) the amount 

of content per vehicle (CPV).  

 

With regards to the LVP, the global COVID-19 pandemic has had a severe impact on production 

targets for most automotive OEMs, leading to an estimated decline of 21.5% in 2020 compared 

to last year. This will affect not only automotive OEMs but also Tier 1 suppliers like Aptiv and 

Veoneer. Going forward, the production of lightweight vehicles is expected to recover steadily at 

a compounded annual growth rate of 6.2% from 2020 to 2025 (IHS, April 2020). 
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(Source: IHS, April 2020) 

 

The growth in LVP will be mainly driven by the South Asia region, Europe, North America, and 

the Greater China region, all with CAGRs above 5%. Together, these regions make up 

approximately 80% of the total production in 2020 to 2025. On a longer-term, growth rates of 5-

6% cannot be expected to be sustained in the LVP, as these figures represent a period of recovery 

back to “normal”, due to the disruption happened in early 2020 with the COVID-19 pandemic. 

This can additionally be supported by looking at the historical growth rates, which represent an 

average annual growth rate at around 2% from 1997 to 2019 (Autoliv, 2020). 

 

Besides an assessment of the LVP, it is additionally critical to look into the estimated amount of 

content per vehicle that is assumed to be installed into the newly produced vehicles. The content 

which is relevant for Veonner can be grouped into four different categories; (i) sensors, (ii) 

ECUs/DCUs, (iii) software and (iv) other electronics, which include electronic components such 

as controls, harnesses, and actuators. Each of these components is expected positively correlated 

with the level of automation in vehicles. As displayed in the table below, all cars being produced 

today on a mainstream basis falls under the L0-L2 category, which is a trend that is expected to be 

continued throughout the 2020s. However, a shift from L0 vehicles to L1-2 vehicles is expected 

to occur in the next ten years, and by 2030, L1 and L2 vehicles are expected to make up 39% and 

37% of newly produced lightweight vehicles, respectively (M14 Intelligence, 2019; McKinsey, 

2019).  

 

86

67.5
77.6

82.9
91

2019 2020 2021 2022 2025

LVP (units in millions)

CAGR per Region Europe North America Greater China Japan/S. Korea South Asia Middle East/Africa

(2020-2025) 5.6% 6.4% 6.2% 3.4% 10.8% 3.7%
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(Source: M14 Intelligence, 2019) 

 

Having estimated the development in LVP by the 

level of automation, it is beneficial to further 

examine the expected dollar amount of content 

per vehicle per level of automation. As presented, 

the cost of CPV is increasing with the level of 

automation across all of the relevant components 

for Veoneer. Notably, the total cost of sensors in 

2025 is expected to be 10x more for a L3 vehicle 

compared to a L1 vehicle. However, going from 

L3 to L5, there is a drop in the cost of sensors, 

which represents that highly autonomous vehicles 

in the L5 category are less dependent on sensors 

and instead more reliant decision-making 

software and computing power. With regards         (Source: McKinsey, 2019) 

to the extreme drop in the cost of software for L5 vehicles in 2025 compared to 2030, it must be 

understood that the necessary software to support a L5 vehicle is still in a very early stage, meaning 

that it will take time to develop cost-efficient decision-making software to support a L5 vehicle 

(McKinsey, 2019). Overall, however, the general increase that is expected in the costs of applying 

more content into newly produced vehicles, represents an element of growth beyond LVP for Tier 

1 suppliers like Veoneer and Aptiv. 

 

5.2 Base Case Forecast 

Having analyzed the macro factors affecting the industry in section 3.1, the competitive landscape 

in section 3.2, the internal capabilities of Veoneer in section 3.3, the historical financial 

performance in section 4.3, and the value drivers for future performance, it is now possible to 

provide a base case forecast of Veoneer’s future financials. The valuable insights gained from the 

analyses leading up to this point will serve as input for forecasting Veoneer’s financials, which in 

LVP by Level of Automation 2020 2025 2030

L0 77% 46% 16%

L1 20% 32% 39%

L2 3% 22% 37%

L3 0% 1% 6%

L4 0% 0% 2%

L5 0% 0% 1%

Cost of Content per 

Vehicle (in USD)
2025 2030

Difference 

(in %)

Sensors

L1 337 399 18%

L3 3,654 3,128 -14%

L5 2,614 2,051 -22%

ECU/DCU

L1 894 822 -8%

L3 3,371 3,148 -7%

L5 8,508 6,227 -27%

Software

L1 148 276 86%

L3 2,888 1,732 -40%

L5 18,164 2,275 -87%

Other Electronics

L1 519 529 2%

L3 702 671 -4%

L5 2,063 2,130 3%
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turn, will be the base of valuing Veoneer as a stand-alone entity through the DCF model. As much 

of that data gained is detailed up to 2025, a five-year period will be applied to forecast Veoneer’s 

financials, while a three-year extrapolation period will be applied to smooth the gap between the 

end of the chosen forecast period and the beginning of the terminal year, where it is assumed that 

Veoneer will have reached a steady-state. A longer period could have been chosen; however, the 

large amount of uncertainty implied in choosing a longer forecast period, has resulted in the choice 

of a five-year forecast period and a three-year extrapolation period.  

 

5.2.1 Income Statement 

The table below presents the Pro-forma forecasted income statement of Veoneer up to 2025 with 

core elements. For the full Pro-forma forecasted income statement and assumptions, please see 

Appendix 5.  

 

 

 

Revenue 

As previously touched upon, the key forecasting factor is revenue development, which has been 

forecasted based on the various inputs from prior analyses. Notably, the 2020 forecasted financials 

displays a significant drop across all business segment, which is predominantly attributed to the 

COVID-19 pandemic affecting the automotive market conditions.  

 

With regards to the Active Safety segment, it is here that Veoneer can expect the largest potential 

upside, given the high growth of the underlying market. As the order log of recent years showed 

Pro-Forma Income Statement

(USDm) 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E

Active Safety 708 663 962 1,344 1,748 2,176 2,586

Restraint Control Systems 822 639 774 866 872 867 873

Braking Systems 372 63 0 0 0 0 0

Total Revenue 1,902 1,364 1,736 2,209 2,620 3,043 3,459

COGS -1,532 -1,098 -1,329 -1,647 -1,942 -2,232 -2,531

SG&A -185 -153 -150 -166 -176 -159 -168

RD&E -530 -420 -425 -437 -427 -441 -477

Depreciation -95 -95 -98 -103 -113 -122 -128

Operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity) -67 -102 -73 -24 -17 51 128

Adj. EBITA -507 -504 -339 -167 -55 140 284

Adj. EBITA margin -26.7% -36.9% -19.5% -7.6% -2.1% 4.6% 8.2%

Operating Taxes 108 111 75 37 12 -31 -62

NOPLAT -399 -393 -265 -130 -43 109 221

NOPLAT margin -21.0% -28.8% -15.2% -5.9% -1.6% 3.6% 6.4%

Actual Forecast
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an increase of major contracts with large OEMs, which are predominantly expected to take place 

from H1 2021 and onwards, the outlook for the Active Safety segment of Veoneer is rather 

positive. Furthermore, the Active Safety technologies enabling ADAS is expected to really pick up 

over the coming years, as automotive OEMs are increasingly stating their intent to produce L1 

and L2 vehicles. As a result, the Pro-forma forecasted income statement presents an Active Safety 

revenue CAGR of 24.1% from 2019 to 2025. 

 

In contrast to the very positive outlook regarding the Active Safety segment, the Restraint Control 

Systems segment of Veoneer has a less positive outlook. The reasoning behind applying a much 

more conservative forecast for this segment is that the market is in a mature state for these types 

of solutions. Therefore, the development is expected to be more closely linked to LVP, whereas 

the Active Safety segment benefits to a much larger extent on the expected increase in CPV. As a 

result, the Pro-forma forecasted income statement presents a revenue CAGR of 1.0% from 2019 

to 2025 for the Restraint Control Systems segment. Regarding the Braking Systems segment, 

Veoneer has already reported revenues from this segment in 2020; however, with the divestment 

of the division back in late April 2020, the segment does not contribute to revenues from 2021 

and onwards in the forecasted financials. 

 

Operating Cost Structure 

The following section will cover the forecasted development in Veoneer’s COGS, SG&A, RD&E, 

and the operating loss/gain that is expected to be incurred from Zenuity’s operations. While the 

depreciation affects NOPLAT and can be considered an operating cost, the development 

regarding depreciation will be further described under the balance sheet section.  

 

Veoneer’s reported COGS for 2019 equal to 80.5% of revenues, which is also forecasted to be the 

case in 2020. However, given a more attractive product mix implied in having a larger share of 

Active Safety products and systems being sold in the coming years, Veoneer’s COGS/Revenue is 

expected to drop proportionally across the forecast period. This will result in a lower ratio of 

COGS to revenue equal to 73.2% in 2025. Regarding SG&A, which are considered to be fixed 

costs that are less correlated with the development in revenues, Veoneer is expected to present a 

more attractive cost structure as the company grows. Veoneer has already proved to be successful 

in its quest to lower its SG&A expenses with the sale of its Braking Systems segment and part of 

Zenuity, as well as a reduction in overhead expenses. As a result, the SG&A expenses is expected 

to drop down from USD 185m in 2019 to USD 168m in 2025.  
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With regards to RD&E expenses, it is expected that Veoneer will be able to significantly lower its 

expenses relative to revenues. In 2019, Veoneer’s RD&E expenses made up 27.9% of revenues, 

which as previously mentioned, has been a result of them trying to catch up with the market and 

build a technologically capable product portfolio related to ADAS implementation. The 

assumption behind lowering the ratio to revenues is that Veoneer can finally start capitalizing on 

its past RD&E efforts, which have allowed them to build a stronger overall offering to their 

customers, which ultimately will require less spend in RD&E in the future. The forecast thus 

estimates that Veoneer’s RD&E/Revenue relationship will move towards more normal industry 

levels seen in companies like Aptiv and ZF.  As a result, the RD&E expenses is expected to drop 

down from USD 530m in 2019 to USD 477m in 2025. 

 

In the calculation of NOPLAT, Zenuity’s operations are also accounted into the income statement 

to provide a fair view of the performance of the entire company going forward. Due to a lack of 

detailed financials on Zenuity and a business model that is filled with uncertainty, the forecast 

therefore, relies on consensus estimates from industry analysts and to some degree on Veoneer’s 

own projections. Applying these considerations into the forecast, it is not expected that Zenuity 

will provide an operating profit before 2024. After 2024, it is however, expected that the advanced 

software-making efforts of Zenuity will deliver positive operating results on a continuous basis, 

resulting in a development from USD -67m in 2019 to USD 128m in 2025. 

 

5.2.2 Balance Sheet  

While most balance sheet items have been expected to develop in a certain proportion to the 

development of revenue, the forecasting of other core items such as depreciation, capex and debt 

have required other and more detailed assumptions in order to forecast the balance sheet 

appropriately (Petersen et al, 2017). Therefore, the following section seeks to describe the 

assumptions only regarding the most core elements of the balance sheet affecting the company. 

The full forecasted balance sheet and assumptions are presented in Appendix 6. 

 

Depreciation & Capex 

Historically, the fixed asset base of Veoneer has been depreciated with a rate in the range of 18-

23%, resulting in an average depreciation rate of 20.1% over the last three years. Due to a relatively 

stable development over the 2017-2019 period, it is expected that an average rate of depreciation 

of 20.1% is going to be sustained over the rest of the forecast period. With regards to capex, 
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Veoneer has incurred increasing amounts of capex over the last three years, going from USD 110m 

in 2017 to USD 213m in 2019. Going forward, however, Veoneer has clearly stated an intention 

to lower its capex to prevent the company from running out of cash and has successfully done so 

in the first quarter of 2020 compared to 2019, with a 54% reduction year-over-year. As a result of 

the capex-lowering efforts of Veoneer, it is forecasted that capex will gradually be reduced to more 

normalized levels like those seen in key competitors, which are equal to 3-5% of revenues. 

Furthermore, the final year of the extrapolation period (2028) assumes that depreciation is set 

equal to capex. The reasoning behind this specific assumption is rather technical and is in place to 

make sure that the forecast does not result in an extreme asset dilution or accretion (Koller, 2010).  

 

Working Capital 

The core working capital elements such as accounts receivable, inventories, and accounts payable 

is expressed through the metrics, DSO, DIO, and DPO, as was presented in the analysis of 

Veoneer’s historical financial performance. Regarding the DSO, it is expected that it will be 

worsened over the short-to-medium term, predominantly due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which 

has put pressure on its clients to pay back Veoneer in a timely manner. The same applies for its 

DIO, where it is expected that it will take longer to sell its inventory compared to recent historical 

levels. Additionally, this is expressing a large amount of bargaining power of Veoneer’s customers, 

due to the sheer size of these companies and the low number of alternatives. Regarding the DPO, 

the same narrative is expected to follow through; however, in this case, it is expected to benefit 

Veoneer with a longer period to pay back its suppliers. The change from 2019 to the next couple 

of years, is however, not expected to be quite as extreme as they will be for DSO and DIO.  

 

Debt 

Compared to most other peers, Veoneer is not as levered as it potentially could be. Historically, 

this made sense because Veoneer is a newly established stand-alone company with an unproven 

ability to generate cash. And given its track-record, this was most likely a wise decision as the 

company failed to live up to its initial expectations. However, given its need for cash and having 

already raised equity capital, the need for additional capital in the form of debt is evident. It is 

furthermore assumed that the positive growth outlook beyond 2020 will tolerate Veoneer’s ability 

to service a debt issuance, but due to the short-term uncertainties, it is expected that Veoneer will 

only issue convertible zero-coupon debt, which will minimize the burden of paying back on the 

notional value. Thus, it is forecasted that Veoneer will issue USD 500m worth of 4% senior 

convertible zero-coupon debt, equivalent to the type of debt already issued.  
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5.3 Scenario Analysis 

Given the natural element of uncertainty in the forecasting, alternative scenarios to the base case 

must be established to provide a more holistic perspective of Veoneer’s performance going 

forward. The figure below presents the assumed scenarios that may occur in the future. 

 

 

Besides the base case, the scenarios include elements revolved around (i) Veoneer’s ADAS 

capabilities and (ii) the overall market conditions, as these are the two factors representing the 

largest amount of uncertainty. Compared to the base case, the two alternative scenarios with 

regards to the market conditions are assumed to either be better or worse than the currently 

expected market outlook. Obviously, the automotive industry is moving towards ADAS and HAD 

in vehicles, however, the adoption of this move is less certain. Thus, the “better market conditions” 

scenario assumes a more rapid adoption from the automotive industry towards implementing 

ADAS and HAD features into vehicles, than what is currently expected, while the “worse market 

conditions” assumes the opposite. As a result of these characteristics, those two scenarios should 

be considered less impactful on the company’s performance, compared to those regarding the 

ADAS efforts of Veoneer. In relation to the “successful ADAS efforts” scenario, it is assumed 

that Veoneer’s capabilities regarding its ADAS offering are more successful than what is 

anticipated in the base case, which will ultimately allow them to win more contracts with major 

automotive OEMs. The opposite applies in the “failed ADAS efforts” scenario. 

 

Based on these assumptions, the scenario analysis predominantly examines the growth of 

Veoneer’s Active Safety segment, as the Restraint Control Systems segment is less volatile. Thus, 

having established the various possible scenarios, their impact on Veoneer’s forecasted financials 

will now be described. The core assumptions for the respective scenarios are presented in 

Appendix 7. 

 

 

 

Scenarios

Successful ADAS 
Efforts

Better Market 
Conditions

Base Case
Worse Market 

Conditions
Failed ADAS 

Efforts
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Better Market Conditions (BMC) 

As mentioned, this scenario does not take Veoneer’s internal capabilities into account but is rather 

a scenario describing the outcome if the automotive OEMs are able to implement ADAS features 

into their vehicles faster than expected. If this turns out to be the case, it forecasted that Veoneer 

would enjoy higher growth rates in their Active Safety segment, and particularly in the early years 

of the forecast. Thereafter, growth rates are expected to converge towards the base case. 

Furthermore, better market conditions will provide a stronger optimism across OEMs and 

potentially also have an impact on LVP, meaning that this scenario additionally implements a 

slightly positive impact on the Restraint Control Systems. However, applying the base case as a 

foundation, the potential for an extreme upside in this scenario is considered to be very limited, 

meaning that this scenario is somewhat conservative in its estimating procedure. Incorporating 

these assumptions into the forecast model results in an overall increase in total revenue at the end 

of the forecast period (2025), going from USD 3,459m in the base case to USD 3,779m in this 

scenario.  

 

Worse Market Conditions (WMC) 

This scenario assumes that automotive OEMs instead will be slower than expected with regards 

to implementing ADAS features into their vehicles. This is considered to be somewhat likely given 

their recent track-record of falling behind their initial expectations regarding implementing these 

features into their vehicles. If this happens to be case, it will quite severely affect the growth in the 

Active Safety segment, and to a lesser extent, the Restraint Control Systems segment. 

Incorporating these assumptions into the forecast model results in an overall decrease in total 

revenue at the end of the forecast period (2025), going from USD 3,459m in the base case to USD 

2,819m in this scenario. 

 

Successful ADAS Efforts (SAE) 

The scenario focuses on the internal capabilities of Veoneer instead of the external market 

conditions and is revolved around having stronger ADAS capabilities than what is expected in the 

base case. Here, it is assumed that Veoneer’s past efforts towards coming up with better products 

and systems integration techniques, will allow them to win more contracts with major automotive 

OEMs, ultimately leading to higher growth rates in the Active Safety segment. With this 

assumption, the forecast model results in increased Active Safety revenues at the end of the 

forecast period (2025), going from USD 2,586m in the base case to USD 2,786m in this scenario. 

Furthermore, as the Active Safety segment will make up a larger share of total revenues, it should 
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also be reflected in the COGS/revenue measure, as the product mix becomes more attractive. 

Thus, with a proportionate development in COGS/revenue, this scenario forecasts a ratio of 

72.9% at the end of the forecast period compared to 73.2% in the base case.  

 

Failed ADAS Efforts (FAE) 

Finally, the last scenario takes the opposite position of the “SAE” scenario. Thus, if Veoneer’s 

efforts are not to be validated by automotive OEMs, growth rates in the Active Safety segment 

will be affected. Assuming this will be the case, the Active Safety segment in this scenario will 

decrease at the end of the forecast period from USD 2,586m in the base case to USD 1,920m in 

this scenario. To keep consistency with the opposite scenario, this too will have an effect on 

Veoneer’s product mix, however in a negative way. Applying the same proportionality will result 

in a COGS/revenue ratio of 74.4% at the end of the forecast period compared to 73.2% in the 

base case.  

 

Summary 

Having established the four alternative scenarios to the base case scenario, the uncertainty with 

regards to forecasting is somewhat mitigated and allows for a more balanced discussion on whether 

or not Veoneer is an attractive target for Aptiv. The alternative forecasts furthermore provide 

valuable insights into how Veoneer’s financial performance might be affected in the event of 

outcomes that were not expected. Finally, the downside scenarios propose a more extreme effect 

on Veoneer’s performance, relative to the upside scenarios, which is a result of the base case 

already being somewhat optimistic, meaning that a more conservative perspective is appropriate 

in the scenario analysis.  

 

6. Synergies 

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, the rationalization for companies to merge is based 

on the fundamental theoretical argument that by combining two companies, for which potential 

synergies exist, the combined entity is more valuable than the two stand-alone entities put together. 

This concept is sometimes also referred to, through the notion that “2 + 2 = 5” (Chatterjee & 

Lubatkin, 1990). Based on this notion, the following section seeks to determine the concrete 

motivations for engaging in M&A activity. After this is covered, relevant studies and actual 

empirical findings of M&A activity will be discussed.  With those two topics covered, a sensible 

perspective of the potential obtainable synergies between Veoneer and Aptiv will be established in 

the “integration thesis” section.  
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6.1 Motivation for M&A 

Classic economic theory often assumes that an investor is willing to allocate capital to a given asset 

if there is a prospect of generating a return on the invested capital. Thus, the primary objective for 

capital allocation becomes that of increasing the potential return on invested capital. In corporate 

finance literature, M&A is seen as one of the tools that companies can apply in their quest of 

generating an increased return on invested capital, which can be obtained by growing, improving, 

or expanding an already existing company platform (Rosenbaum & Pearl, 2013). Furthermore, 

synergies between two or more companies enable a more efficient allocation of capital, and is 

therefore, one of the primary drivers for M&A activity (Koller, 2010). 

 

With synergies as one of the primary reasons to engage in mergers and acquisitions, it is necessary 

to distinguish between the different types of obtainable synergies. These are usually classified into 

three separate categories; operational synergies, asset synergies, and financial synergies 

(DePamphilis, 2009). With regards to operational synergies, there is a distinction between revenue-

enhancing synergies and cost-reducing synergies. Revenue enhancing synergies could appear 

through geographical or segment-related market access, the leveraging of customer relationships, 

and pricing dynamics. Cost reduction synergies, however, usually arise from economies of scale or 

scope, which as an example could lead to a reduction in administrative costs or cheaper purchasing 

opportunities from suppliers. Asset synergies are less common, but examples of such synergies 

could be divestitures of non-core assets or capacity rationalizations. Finally, there are financial 

synergies which rely on assumptions regarding better access to more favourable capital markets 

terms, tax optimizations, and governance incentive effects from capital structure changes 

(Gaughan, 2010).  

 

Based on the mentioned motivations, five common strategies have arisen in relation to the 

rationale of M&A transactions (Koller, 2010), which consists of: 

1. Improving the performance of the target company through leveraging and applying the 

acquiring company’s own best-practices and know how. 

2. Consolidation of the market to get rid of excess capacity or to improve competitive 

behaviour. 

3. Accessing the target’s products or customer relations. 

4. Acquisition of technologi, unique capabilities or other company-specific skills. 

5. “Cheap” acquisitions that create opportunistic value benefits for the acquiring company. 
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Now that the different types of potentially obtainable synergies and various M&A strategies have 

been established, it is furthermore necessary to examine the empirical findings with regards to the 

likelihood of M&A transactions being successful. 

 

6.2 Empirical Evidence on M&A 

A large proportion of the empirical evidence gained from recent studies shows that most M&A 

transactions do not create value for the acquiring company. Instead, it is more often the case that 

value implied in a merger goes the target company (Koller, 2010). A better understanding of the 

value creation aspect for acquirers in M&A can be described through the following relation: 

 

Value created for acquiring company = (Stand-alone value of target + value of performance 

improvements and synergies) – (market value + acquisition premium) 

 

Assuming that the stand-alone value (intrinsic value) of the target is equal to the observed market 

value, then the value created for the acquiring company is equal to the difference in the value of 

performance improvements and synergies and the acquisition premium paid on top of the market 

value of the target company. If value is ultimately created for the acquiring company, this should 

be reflected in the capital markets after the transaction is announced in the form of cumulative 

abnormal returns (CAR) for the acquiring company. CAR in relation to M&A transactions is 

described as the actual observed return of specific stock post-announcement, minus the expected 

return of that specific stock if no M&A transaction had taken place. Thus, if the CAR is positive, 

it means that the company has created value for its shareholders through that specific M&A 

transaction since the actual observed return is higher than the expected return that would have 

been realized if no transaction had been completed. This methodology of assessing the value 

created was established in a recent study of 70,575 M&A transactions in the US. Here, it was 

presented that on average, the mean CAR was 1.1%, meaning that very limited to no value was 

created for the shareholders of the acquiring company on average. On the contrary, the mean CAR 

of the target companies was found to be 21.5% (Malmendier et al, 2018), indicating that the value 

created in mergers is typically going to shareholders of the target company. Another study, which 

included 12,023 transactions presented a CAR of -1.02% for the acquiring company (Moeller et al, 

2004). These findings indicate that generating value from M&A is extremely difficult for the 

acquirers. 
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Referring to the expression regarding the value for the acquiring company, as the difference 

between the value of synergies and performance improvements versus the acquisition premium, it 

is clear that most M&A transactions overestimate the gains from performance improvements and 

synergies. This assumption was confirmed by Laabs & Schiereck (2008) who made a study of the 

long-term success of M&A in the automotive supply industry, in which they looked at 230 

horizontal mergers between automotive suppliers from 1981 to 2007. They found that “… Synergy 

potentials [initially] perceived by capital markets in the short-term cannot be sufficiently realized 

by the acquirers within the 3 years following the transaction” (Laabs & Schiereck, p. 86, 2008).  

 

Thus, the presented empirical findings indicate that managers from acquiring companies tend to 

overestimate their ability to obtain synergies from M&A transactions, which is a valuable insight 

for developing the integration thesis between Aptiv and Veoneer. On the back of these findings, 

it is thereby clear that a careful and conservative approach is required in the estimation of potential 

synergies. 

 

6.3 Integration Thesis 

Having established the main motivations and strategies for engaging in M&A and additionally 

covered the empirical findings from other M&A transactions, it is now possible to look further 

into the case-specific integration initiatives that is required for this transaction. Thus, this section 

seeks to determine the potential synergies that can be obtained in a merger between Aptiv and 

Veoneer and additionally to discuss the potential difficulties and limitations Aptiv would have in 

integrating Veoneer’s operations.  

 

Aptiv’s M&A Track-record 

Laabs & Schiereck (2008) found in their study of automotive suppliers that “… A lack of 

acquisitions experience decreases post-merger performance of automotive suppliers” (Laabs & 

Schiereck, p. 86, 2008). This makes sense as it is often perceived as being highly difficult to acquire 

large external operations and subsequently integrating them into your own platform. These 

difficulties stem from various sources, which can revolve around cultural differences or from issues 

related to integrating IT-systems. Experience with integrating companies is thus a necessary skill 

for the management team of Aptiv to have in relation to a potential acquisition of Veoneer and 

harvesting of potential synergies. The table below highlights some of Aptiv’s recent acquisitions. 
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Looking at Aptiv’s recent M&A activity, it is clear that they are fairly active in the acquisition of 

accretive targets and experienced in integrating larger operations into their platform. Hellerman 

Tyton Group for instance, which was acquired by Aptiv in December 2015, had a purchase price 

of USD 1.8bn, which is estimated to have contributed with USD 375m in synergies. Overall, Aptiv 

has deployed approximately USD 3.3bn in M&A and realized a total of approximately USD 625m 

in synergies since 2015 (Aptiv, 2020c), which indicate a proven track-record of efficient capital 

allocation and ability to integrate companies into their own platform and harvesting synergies.  

 

Limitations in Achieving Synergies 

Several managers engage in M&A with the assumption that it is possible to achieve higher growth 

rates for a combined entity, compared to the growth prospects of the two stand-alone entities 

(Damodaran, 2005). This assumption is often expressed in cross-selling or an ability to utilize a 

certain distribution network that one of the parties did not have access to before. A clear example 

of an M&A transaction with clear growth benefits is the transaction, in which Technogym acquired 

Exerp in 2016. Technogym, being a manufacturer and distributor of fitness equipment to fitness 

centre operators, had a clear vision of expanding their product offering with the acquisition of 

Exerp, who develops software for the management of fitness centre memberships. Thus, the 

transaction allowed Technogym to provide a more complete offering to their customers, while it 

enabled Exerp to leverage Tehcnogym’s vast network of large customers to sell their software, 

which ultimately led to higher growth rates for the combined entity. Often, however, these 

synergies are difficult to achieve in a horizontal merger where the offering of the respective 

companies is relatively similar. Furthermore, almost 50% of M&A transactions realize less than 

70% of the initially estimated revenue improvements and growth prospects (Koller, 2010). As a 

result of the relatively similar offering and somewhat similar customer base, it is not expected that 

Target Date Target Description Purchase Price Estimated Realized Synergies

HellermanTyton Dec/15
Manufacturer of high-

performance electronics
USD 1.8bn USD 375m

KUM Jun/18
Manufacturer of electronic 

components for automobiles
USD 526m USD 100m

Winchester 

Interconnect
Oct/18

Provider of signal, power and 

connectivity solutions 
USD 680m USD 120m

Gabocom Nov/19
Manufacturer of plastic micro 

duct systems 
USD 311m USD 30m
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a merger between Aptiv and Veoneer will lead to higher growth rates than what is already 

forecasted for the two stand-alone entities. 

 

Additionally, it could be assumed that the elimination of a direct competitor, would improve the 

behaviour of the competitive landscape and, therefore, put less pressure on pricing. However, with 

a continuous inflow of new entrants into the market, a merger between Aptiv and Veoneer is not 

expected to radically improve the pricing conditions. Furthermore, there is a high level of 

uncertainty in estimating such a synergy and it is therefore disregarded in the integration thesis.  

 

Sometimes, M&A transactions also result in the ability to increase the debt capacity, if one of the 

merging companies is underlevered at the time of the transaction. Increasing the debt capacity 

would result in a lower overall cost of capital and thereby create value for the shareholders in the 

form of a lower discount rate. In this case, it does not seem fair to assume that a merger between 

Aptiv and Veoneer will enable an increased debt capacity in excess of what is already estimated for 

the two stand-alone entities (i.e. it is already forecasted that Veoneer will undertake a new debt 

issuance). It is however, expected that a combined entity will result in more favourable capital 

market terms and allow Veoneer to refinance the convertible debt, which is explained in more 

detail under the section regarding financial synergies. Additionally, Aptiv currently has a D/E ratio 

of 0.6, which is higher than the industry average of 0.4, which also neglects the ability to increase 

their debt capacity in the context of the merger. 

 

Operating Synergies 

As previously mentioned, some of the primary achievable synergies from a horizontal merger 

comes from the concept of economies of scale (Damodaran, 2005). Amongst other things, 

economies of scale would most likely lead to a reduced spend on sales, general, and administrative 

expenses, due to potential synergies from an overlap in back-office functions. Furthermore, these 

initiatives would be implementable from day one of acquiring the Veoneer. Besides a presumed 

overlap in administrative tasks, it is also expected that the two respective RD&E divisions are 

overlapping in their focus, given the high level of similarity between their products and capabilities. 

Therefore, a decrease in combined RD&E spend is also expected. However, it may sound easier 

to unwind RD&E projects than it actually is in practice (Röller et al, 2001), which implies that a 

conservative assumption regarding the total RD&E savings is required. Finally, combining the two 

firms also results in an increased market power towards their suppliers. Thus, pooling the 

procurement will most likely lead to somewhat more favourable terms with their suppliers.  
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Having established the potential achievable operating synergies, the annual cost savings can then 

be estimated. The table below presents the expected operating cost savings per annum, which is 

based on the combined Pro-forma financial statements. The assumptions behind these savings are 

rooted in (i) the observed synergies from Aptiv’s recent M&A transactions and (ii) and an estimate 

based on what is perceived as likely outcomes with regards to cost savings. 

 

 

 

The presented operating synergies are made up of annual savings in the variable costs (COGS) of 

0.2%, which is based on the argument that, by pooling the procurement, the combined entity will 

receive somewhat more favourable conditions from their suppliers from 2021 and going forward. 

Additionally, it is expected that a reduction in combined back-office functions is possible, which 

will lead to an annual decrease of 0.5% in SG&A expenses. Finally, an overlap in RD&E activities 

is assumed, given that both companies are engaged in developing innovative technologies for the 

enablement of ADAS and HAD. Due to this fact, some of the work conducted by the respective 

RD&E divisions is expected to become redundant, which is estimated to be worth a 2% decrease 

in annual RD&E spend.  

 

These estimates may seem rather conservative, but as mentioned in the section regarding the 

empirical findings from past M&A transactions in the automotive supply industry, synergies are 

often overestimated, which ultimately leads to a deterioration in the value creation for acquirers. 

However, a merger in the automotive industry, which has been put forward by McKinsey & Co. 

(Koller, 2010), showed an estimated annual decline in cost structure by 10%, which is much more 

optimistic than the estimations in this case. In that case, it was estimated that it would be possible 

to decrease R&D expenses by 33% by combining the two firms. However, bearing in mind that 

the forecasted RD&E/Revenue ratio is expected to fall for both Aptiv and Veoneer over the 

forecast period, combined with the fact that new external technological changes may affect their 

RD&E structure in the future, it seems appropriate to implement an assumed 2% saving in RD&E 

expenses by combining Aptiv and Veoneer. 

 

Operating Synergies

(USDm) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

COGS Savings 0.0 24.1 27.1 29.5 31.8 34.2 36.7 39.3 41.7

SG&A Saving 0.0 5.5 6.0 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.9 7.3 7.3

RD&E Savings 0.0 31.0 33.4 34.5 36.3 36.5 38.0 39.9 42.3

Total Savings (Pre-tax) 0.0 60.6 66.5 70.3 74.5 77.2 81.7 86.5 91.4

Total Savings (After-tax) 0.0 48.0 52.6 55.5 58.8 60.9 64.4 68.2 72.1
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Asset & Financial Synergies 

With regards to financial synergies, it is expected that a merger between Aptiv and Veoneer would 

give a higher credit rating to Veoneer, due to a stronger outlook on profitability and ability to 

service the debt. As mentioned in the forecast, it is assumed that Veoneer will issue additional debt 

at some point in 2020, which is structured in the same form as their current 4% senior convertible 

notes. Assuming that the merger happens, this debt can most likely be refinanced in a more 

favourable way, which would imply the issuance of a more traditional debt instrument than the 

current convertible notes, and at an interest rate similar to Aptiv’s. In relation to the interest 

expense, it is expected that better terms on capital markets for Veoneer would decrease the annual 

interest expense rate from 4% to 3.7%, which is Aptiv’s effective cost of debt. Furthermore, it 

would allow Veoneer to avoid using convertible notes, which may be expensive for the 

shareholders of Veoneer if the debt is converted into equity in the event of lacking covenant 

maintenance. The table below presents the annual net gain that would be generated from 

refinancing the current debt. 

 

 

 

While it may seem to be a small amount annual net gain from this refinancing, it is important to 

highlight that the refinancing also eliminates risk for the shareholders by avoiding the convertible 

notes.  

 

Furthermore, Veoneer reported net operating loss carryforwards (NOLs) of approximately USD 

582m (Veoneer, 2020a). This allows the combined entity to take advantage of NOLs to protect 

some of its operating profits (Damodaran, 2005). Assuming that the NOLs will be utilized in an 

equal proportion over the next eight years4, an annual tax benefit of USD 14m is gained. 

  

 

 

4 A smoothing of the tax benefits has been applied, because of uncertainties with regards to timing of application of 

Veoneer’s NOLs 

Financial Synergies

(USDm) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Current Interest Expense 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

New Interest Expense 25.7 24.4 24.4 24.4 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5

Lost Tax Shields 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Net Gain 0.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Tax Benefits

(USDm) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Current Pro-Forma NOPLAT 387 876 1,242 1,744 2,135 2,600 2,880 3,180 3,501

Tax Gain from Utilizing NOLs 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
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Finally, it is not expected that there will be any benefits in the form of overcapacity elimination 

between the two companies. An example of this would come up if one of their manufacturing 

sites could be sold off. However, it is not expected that the core activities from one manufacturing 

location are transferable to other locations. Therefore, no asset synergies are included in this 

integration thesis. 

 

6.4 Summary 

This section initially highlighted that synergies make up the primary motivation for companies to 

engage in M&A. It was found that managers base their assessment of potential obtainable synergies 

using five common strategies for integrating the target company into their own platform. Secondly, 

the concept of value creation in M&A transactions was established and subsequently, the actual 

empirical evidence on M&A transactions was examined, which proved that deals on average only 

provides limited or no value at all for the acquiring company. The limitations in value creation 

were found to be a result of an overestimation of obtainable synergies, which will yield a higher 

purchasing price and, therefore, destroy value for the acquiring company. On the back of these 

findings, an integration thesis between Aptiv and Veoneer was established. The integration thesis 

initially assessed Aptiv’s M&A track-record and ability to integrate larger operations into their 

platform, which indicated a proven experience in successfully integrating companies and 

harvesting of synergies. Secondly, a discussion around the limitations in realizing potential 

synergies was conducted, which showed that this specific integration thesis should disregard 

synergies from excess growth prospects, improved pricing conditions, and the ability to increase 

debt capacity and thereby lower the overall cost of cost capital. Finally, the obtainable synergies 

were estimated based on Pro-forma combined financial figures of a combined entity that is 

presented in Appendix 8. Here, it was estimated that there will be significant operating synergies 

from combining the two companies. These prospects of operating synergies stem from an overlap 

between in core functions that are related to back-office tasks, RD&E projects, and from the ability 

to pool procurement, which will result in more favourable supplier terms. Additionally, significant 

financial synergies seem to be obtainable in the form of debt refinancing, and utilization of 

Veoneer’s net operating loss carryforwards.  
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7. Valuation 

In the attempt to use M&A as a strategic tool for opportunistic value creation, it is critical that 

Aptiv does not overpay for acquiring Veoneer so that the transaction will deteriorate the value 

otherwise gained from acquiring and integrating the company. While, there is no consensus in the 

literature with regards to company valuations on what kind of methodology is the best, the most 

commonly acknowledged valuation techniques are categorized into cash-flow based models, 

multiple valuations, and real-option valuations, each with their respective benefits and drawbacks. 

 

The cash-flow based model that is mostly favoured by academics and practitioners, is the 

discounted cash-flow (DCF) model because of its strong relation with economic theory, due to 

the assumption that a company should be worth an amount equivalent to the cash it will be able 

to generate in the future, discounted back to the present (Koller, 2010). While it is generally a 

theoretically acknowledged model, it does have drawbacks, since it requires a lot estimation with 

regards to future growth drivers, making the execution of the model highly subjective to the 

individual conducting the valuation. However, its benefits are thought of as exceeding the 

drawback of potentially of conducting a subjective valuation, simply because of its strong relation 

with economic theory and that it forces the individual to consider the value drivers in a complete 

manner, relative to other types of valuation techniques, which is also why the valuation of Veoneer 

will be conducted with the DCF model (Pearl & Rosenbaum, 2013). 

 

The issue related to subjectivity for the DCF model, however, does not exist to the same extent 

for the multiple valuations, given that it is based on the valuation levels seen in precedent 

comparable transactions and the trading of listed comparable companies. Instead, market-based 

information that is originated in the opinions of several analysts is applied to derive the value of 

the company. However, while the application of the model clearly would provide a second opinion 

on the valuation of Veoneer, the company has reported negative operating profits, making it less 

insightful to conduct such a valuation (Pearl & Rosenbaum, 2013). Instead, the multiples approach 

on a revenue level will serve as a sanity check to the DCF model. 

 

Finally, the real-option based valuation model is a more technically advanced model, which 

assumes that if it is possible to find a replicating portfolio of assets that imitates the asset to be 

valued, then the value of the asset should be equal to the price of the replicating portfolio. The 

model, however, works better for single investment projects with binomial outcomes rather for an 

entire company, because of the complexity involved, which is also why the model has not gained 
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momentum with practitioners (Koller, 2010). Due to that significant disadvantage and overall 

capacity constraint, the model will not be applied in the valuation of Veoneer. 

 

The following valuation will furthermore be based on the different scenarios presented in the 

forecast, which in turn relies on the findings from the analyses of the strategic landscape as well as 

Veoneer’s historical financial performance. The general framework for the following valuation 

draws upon the DCF framework, which further requires an appropriate estimation of the target 

company’s cost of capital that should be applied in the discounting of forecasted free cash flows.  

 

7.1 Cost of Capital 

7.1.1 Cost of Equity 

The cost of equity represents the return that investors require for allocating capital to a specific 

asset (Berk & DeMarzo, 2013). Corporate finance literature and practitioners often advocate the 

use of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), which was first developed by William Sharpe (1964), 

despite various critical opinions of the measure. Thus, even though it is widely accepted that the 

model has its flaws, no perfect alternatives exist, and therefore, the CAPM will be applied in the 

estimation of Veoneer’s cost of equity. The CAPM expresses the following relationship between 

the risk-free rate, market risk premium, and company-specific beta: 

 

Cost of equity = risk-free rate + (market risk premium * beta) 

 

The above expression makes it clear that capital allocation should be rewarded in proportion to 

the risk that is undertaken in relation to the market return. If an asset is riskless and consequently 

has a beta value of 0, the investor should be expecting a return equal to the risk-free rate. As a 

result, the following section seeks to estimate the respective components of the CAPM. 

 

Risk-free Rate 

The risk-free rate represents the minimum return an investor can expect for an asset with zero 

systematic risks relative to the market. Thus, the applied risk-free rate needs to represent an asset 

that (i) has no chance of defaulting and (ii) has no risk associated with a reinvestment at another 

time than the original investment date (Damodaran, 2008). This implies that the risk-free rate 

should be based on the rate of a zero-coupon government-issued bond in the currency that 

investors receive cash flows in. And since both Veoneer and Aptiv are listed on the New York 

Stock Exchange, the appropriate zero-coupon government-issued bond to apply in the estimation 
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of the target’s cost of equity is the US 10-year government bond (usually referred to as the 10-year 

treasury bill).  

 

 

(Source: S&P CapitalIQ, 2020) 

 

The above table presents the yield profile of the US government-issued 10-year treasury bill, which 

highlights a sharp drop beginning in March 2020, which is associated with the global economic 

downturn related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to this drop, the yield as of July 10th stands at 

0.65%. The yield profile, however, displays an average “pre COVID-19” rate of 1.74% over the 

last year. And to provide a long-term measure of the risk-free rate that is representative for 

investors who place their capital in risk-free assets, the “pre COVID-19” measure of 1.74% is 

applied in the model. 

 

Market Risk Premium 

The market risk premium represents the relation between risk-free returns and market returns. 

Thus, the measure captures the premium that an investor should expect by taking on risk. Several 

methods can be applied in deriving the market risk premium, which is based on either (i) historical 

observations, (ii) management surveys, or (iii) the implied premium that is observed in market 

valuation levels (Damodaran, 2020).  

 

The historical observations approach examines the actual historical difference between the risk-

free rate and returns from the market portfolio over several years. In order to derive an appropriate 

figure, this valuation looks at the historical premium from the last ten years. The reasoning behind 

choosing ten years is to gain a reasonably recent view on the market risk premium and to avoid 

outliers that would distort the measure significantly. Furthermore, the market portfolio proxy is 

derived on the aggregated returns observed in the S&P 500 index. With regards to the survey 

0.25
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2.25 US Treasury Constant Maturity (10 years) - Yield Profile (in percent)
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method, various companies, investment analysts, and people from academia have all been surveyed 

to submit their view on the correct market risk premium, which serves 

as a consensus estimate for the market risk premium. Finally, the 

implied method derives the implied market risk premium backwards 

through the current valuation levels observed in the market 

(Damadoran, 2020). Using an average of these three acknowledged 

approaches, yields a market risk premium of 5.4%.  

 

Beta 

Alongside the risk-free rate and market risk premium, the CAPM implies that the expected return 

of a stock is driven by its beta measure, which essentially is a measure of systematic risk of one 

company, relatively to the entire market. Given that the measure tries to explain the correlation 

the performance of the market versus the performance of an individual company, it should 

theoretically be estimated through a regression process. In relation to determining the beta of 

Veoneer, however, the company has only been listed on the New York Stock Exchange since the 

15th of June 2018, which does not provide a long enough horizon to get a fair and representative 

measure of its beta through a regression against the market portfolio, since it is usually 

recommended to at least use a five year period (Rosenbaum & Pearl, 2013).  

 

An alternative way to estimate the beta of Veoneer that is often applied by practitioners is through 

looking at the unlevered beta of comparable companies and relever the metric, in order to capture 

the effects of Veoneer’s target capital structure. The table below presents the chosen peer group 

as well as the process of calculating Veoneer’s levered beta, which is found to be 2.3. 

 

 

 

Peer group
Levered 

Beta

Interest 

Bearing Debt

Market 

Capitalization
D/E Ratio

Unlevered 

Beta

Cash/Firm 

Value

Unlevered Beta 

Corrected for Cash

Aptiv 2.3 6,625 11,778 0.6 1.5 11.2% 1.7

Continental 1.5 7,522 24,569 0.3 1.2 8.7% 1.3

Denso 1.3 4,852 37,926 0.1 1.2 13.0% 1.4

Magna 1.6 4,918 15,460 0.3 1.3 5.6% 1.4

Valeo 2.0 5,564 11,696 0.5 1.5 11.5% 1.7

Visteon 2.2 954 1,455 0.7 1.4 34.1% 1.9

Average Unlevered Beta 1.4 1.6

Veoneer Target Capital Structure 359 1,715 0.4

Veoneer Levered Beta 2.3

Method Rate

Historical 5.6%

Survey 5.4%

Implied 5.2%

Average 5.4%
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7.1.2 Cost of Debt 

As the DCF valuation requires a discount rate equal to the weighted average cost of capital, it is 

necessary to estimate how much it costs Veoneer to secure debt financing. The most 

acknowledged and foolproof way of determining the cost of debt is either through (i) examining 

the yield to maturity of bonds issued, or (ii) through looking at the actual historical interest 

expenses and dividing it by the average amount of interest-bearing debt in any given year (Koller, 

2010). The first method does not apply in this case, since Veoneer has not issued bonds on the 

debt capital markets, meaning that the cost of debt must be estimated through the historical 

interest expenses as well the interest-bearing debt. One issue arises in doing so, which is due to 

the financing provided by the former parent company, Autoliv, making it less meaningful to use 

2017 and 2018 as a benchmark for the current and future cost of debt for Veoneer. Takings these 

factors into account, the financing structure of 2019 presents an 

effective interest expense of 7.50%, which results in an after-tax 

cost of debt at 5.85%. The high effective cost of debt must be 

considered a consequence of having convertible notes rather 

than traditional debt on the balance sheet  

 

7.1.3 Target Capital Structure 

Having estimated both the necessary input for determining both the cost of equity and cost of 

debt, it is additionally essential to estimate the target capital structure of Veoneer in order to 

compute a weighted average cost of capital. It could be argued that the weighting should be based 

on the current capital structure, however, to get a fair perspective on the long-term capital 

structure, it is often argued that using a “target” capital structure is more correct (Rosenbaum & 

Pearl, 2013). Thus, to estimate the long-term target capital structure of Veoneer, the average capital 

structure of the selected peers makes up a representative measure of how Veoneer’s long-term 

capital structure is most likely going to be arranged.  The table on the following page presents 

Veoneer’s long-term target capital structure as being comprised of 72.2% equity and 27.8% debt. 

 

Veoneer: Effective Cost of Debt

Pre-tax Cost of Debt 7.50%

Implied Credit Spread 5.76%

Tax Rate 22.00%

After-tax Cost of Debt 5.85%
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7.1.4 WACC 

Based on the above analysis of Veoneer’s cost of equity, after-tax cost of debt and long-term target 

capital structure, the WACC is estimated to be 12.02%, which will act as the discount rate in the 

valuation of Veoneer as a stand-alone entity. As previously highlighted, the computation is based 

on the estimated target capital structure comprising of 72.2% equity with a cost of 14.39% as well 

as 27.8% debt with an after-tax cost of 5.85%.  

 

 

  

Peer Group
Share of Equity 

(Equity/EV)

Share of Debt 

(Debt/EV)
D/E Ratio

Aptiv 62.5% 37.5% 0.6

Continental 76.9% 23.1% 0.3

Denso 90.9% 9.1% 0.1

Magna 76.9% 23.1% 0.3

Valeo 67.8% 32.2% 0.5

Visteon 60.4% 39.6% 0.7

Average 72.2% 27.8% 0.4

Capital Structure

WACC

Target Capital Strcture

Equity/EV 72.2%

Debt/EV 27.8%

Cost of Equity

Risk-free Rate 1.7%

Market Risk Premium 5.4%

Levered Beta 2.3

Cost of Equity 14.39%

Cost of Debt

Pre-tax Cost of Debt 7.5%

Implied Credit Spread 5.8%

Tax Rate 22.0%

After-tax Cost of Debt 5.85%

WACC 12.02%
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7.2 DCF 

7.2.1 Base Case Valuation 

The following section presents a detailed DCF valuation of Veoneer in the base case scenario. 

 

 

 

Disregarding the capital structure of Veoneer, the initial step is to compute the unlevered free cash 

flow (FCF) available to all of its investors (i.e. both equity- and debt holders). Here, the starting 

point is Veoneer’s core operating profit (NOPLAT), from which all other operating cash effects 

needs to be added or deducted. Thus, depreciation and the change in net working capital is added 

back, while Capex is deducted. This methodology results in a negative FCFs until 2024, which is 

also the year that Veoneer is expected to deliver a 

positive operating profit. Then, the estimated 

WACC of 12.02% is applied to compute the 

discount factor for calculating the present value of 

the FCFs in both the forecast- and extrapolation 

period. The terminal value of Veoneer, which is the 

value of its future FCF generation towards infinity, 

is calculated using a 2% terminal growth rate to 

represent the assumed long-term growth in the 

DCF Valuation

(USDm) 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Active Safety 708 663 962 1,344 1,748 2,176 2,586 2,948 3,273 3,535

Restraint Control Systems 822 639 774 866 872 867 873 879 885 891

Braking Systems 372 63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Revenue 1,902 1,364 1,736 2,209 2,620 3,043 3,459 3,827 4,157 4,425

COGS -1,532 -1,098 -1,329 -1,647 -1,942 -2,232 -2,531 -2,800 -3,042 -3,237

SG&A -185 -153 -150 -166 -176 -159 -168 -186 -202 -215

RD&E -530 -420 -425 -437 -427 -441 -477 -527 -573 -610

Depreciation -95 -95 -98 -103 -113 -122 -128 -130 -135 -141

Operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity) -67 -102 -73 -24 -17 51 128 157 220 321

Adj. EBITA -507 -504 -339 -167 -55 140 284 341 426 543

Adj. EBITA margin -26.7% -36.9% -19.5% -7.6% -2.1% 4.6% 8.2% 8.9% 10.3% 12.3%

Operating Taxes 108 111 75 37 12 -31 -62 -75 -94 -119

NOPLAT -399 -393 -265 -130 -43 109 221 266 332 423

Depreciation 95 95 98 103 113 122 128 130 135 141

Capex -213 -111 -122 -155 -157 -152 -138 -153 -166 -141

∆ NWC -144 20 114 -16 -29 66 -15 -14 -13 -11

Unlevered Free Cash Flow (FCF) -661 -388 -174 -198 -116 145 196 229 288 413

WACC 12.02% 12.02% 12.02% 12.02% 12.02% 12.02% 12.02% 12.02% 12.02%

Discount Factor 0.89 0.80 0.71 0.64 0.57 0.51 0.45 0.40 0.36

Present Value of FCF -347 -139 -141 -73 82 99 103 116 149

Actual Forecast Extrapolation

Enterprise Value

(USDm) 01/08/2020

Terminal Year Free Cash Flow (2029E) 421.2

WACC 12.02%

Terminal Growth 2.00%

Terminal Value 1617.6

Cumulative Present Value of FCF -160.8

Enterprise Value 1456.8

Net Debt 133

Implied Equity Value 1,323.8
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underlying market. Furthermore, the above DCF valuation assumes traditional convention of time 

value, meaning that the FCFs are discounted back to the end of 2019, however, since the DCF 

seeks to determine the value of Veoneer per 1st of August 2020, a time adjustment has been made 

in the calculation of Veoneer’s enterprise value. Thus, the DCF valuation in the base case results 

in a terminal value (in present value terms) of USD 1,617.6m and present value of the cumulative 

FCFs of USD -160.8m. The sum of these components is the enterprise value of Veoneer, which 

is estimated to be USD 1,456.8m. Subtracting an estimated net debt amount of USD 133.0m 

consequently leaves an implied equity value of USD 1,323.8m. 

 

7.2.2 Final Stand-alone Valuation 

As the forecasting section presented various possible alternative scenarios to the base case, the 

implied valuation in these scenarios should therefore also be estimated. Applying the same DCF 

framework like the one described in the base case valuation, the table below gives an overview of 

Veoneer’s enterprise value and implied equity value in the different scenarios per 1st of August 

2020.  

 

 

 

Being agnostic with regards to the likelihood of the respective alternative scenarios and, thereby 

attributing equal weight to each of these scenarios, results in a final stand-alone valuation of 

Veoneer at USD 1,409.9m in enterprise value and USD 1,275.8m in implied equity value.  

 

While the methodology of attributing equal weight to the respective scenario is considered to be 

appropriate, a more theoretically correct method would be to apply real risk-neutral probabilities 

that would determine the likelihood of each scenario (Berk & DeMarzo, 2013). However, this 

would require binomial outcomes and involve another element of uncertainty and, thus, risk-

neutral probabilities have not been included in this valuation.  

 

SAE BMC BASE WMC FAE

Probality 12.5% 12.5% 50.0% 12.5% 12.5%

Enterprise Value 1609.3 1497.9 1456.8 1278.0 1066.8 1409.9

Net Debt 133.0 103.6 133.0 171.4 133.0 134.1

Implied Equity Value 1476.3 1394.3 1323.8 1106.6 933.8 1275.8

Weighted 

Average

Scenarios
Valuation Overview
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7.3 Comparable Company Analysis 

While the discounted cash flow is often perceived as the most accurate methodology for valuing a 

company, it is however, built upon assumptions regarding the future performance of the company, 

which makes the model only as accurate as the forecast implied in the model. Thus, in order to 

mitigate some of the uncertainty regarding the forecast incorporated into the model, it is beneficial 

to “sanity check” the valuation through a comparable companies analysis by looking at the 

valuation multiples of comparable publicly listed peers as well as comparable historical transaction 

multiples (Rosenbaum & Pearl, 2013).  

 

The analysis will most often look into an operating measure such as EBITDA, EBITA or 

NOPLAT and apply a multiple on based on trading mutliples or transaction multiples (Koller, 

2010). However, in the case of valuing Veoneer, all of its operating profit metrics are negative, 

which is why applying an operating profit multiple would ultimately result in a negative enterprise 

value, making this methodology futile. Instead, the applied multiple must be on the revenue level 

to get an estimate of Veoneer’s enterprise value. While this does provide an alternative perspective 

of the valuation, the revenue multiple is to a larger extent subject to potential errors, as it does not 

indicate a company’s ability to generate operating profits. Additionally, alternative multiples are 

sometimes being applied for assets that are difficult to value, such as startups and high-growth 

companies. Examples of such multiples could be based on a company’s number of online users, 

subscriber count, daily activity, etc. (Rosenbaum & Pearl, 2013).  

 

Finally, it is necessary to highlight most studies recommend that multiples should be applied on 

forecasted metrics instead of historical metrics. Forward-looking multiples are in line the with 

argument that the value of a company is a function of its future performance. As a result, the 

multiples used in the following analysis should be based on Veoneer’s forecasted revenues for 

2020 instead of the actual 2019 figure. However, given that the 2020 figures are going to largely 

affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, this method is neither representative of a normalized level. 

Instead, the multiples will be applied on the expected revenue over the next twelve months (NTM) 

starting from the 1st of August 2020, which is considered to be a more normalized metric.  
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7.3.1 Trading Multiples 

The chosen peer group in the following analysis of publicly listed comparable companies is 

comprised of the same set of companies that were applied in the estimation of Veoneer’s beta 

measure and target capital structure since these companies are considered to be the most 

comparable companies that are publicly listed. 

 

 

 

Based on the above analysis, the peer group presents an NTM median EV/Revenue multiple of 

0.7x, while the average EV/Revenue is 0.9x. The deviation in the multiples arises from the fact 

that the market values Aptiv more highly than the other companies, which somewhat distorts 

distribution and thereby the average figure. The implied valuation from these multiples is presented 

in the summary of this section. 

 

7.3.2 Transaction Multiples 

The transaction multiples analysis is made up of transactions from the past ten years, in which the 

target company is relatively similar to Veoneer. Thus, the target companies included in the analysis, 

are all automotive suppliers engaged in providing highly and/or somewhat similar auto parts and 

components to those of Veoneer. Furthermore, the selection of relevant transactions has excluded 

deals, in which only a minority stake was acquired. This way, the implied valuation effects of 

acquiring a company, where the acquirer gets a controlling stake in the company is captured. The 

reason for taking this into account is because transactions where a majority stake is acquired, the 

acquirer usually has to pay a control premium (Schwert, 1996). 

Sales CAGR

LTM 2020E NTM '19A-'21E '19A-'20E '20E-'21E

Peer group

Aptiv IE 1.95x 2.29x 1.89x 0.4% (17.0%) 21.5%

Continental DE 0.64x 0.75x 0.67x (3.2%) (16.3%) 12.0%

Denso JP 0.66x 0.74x 0.70x (3.3%) (11.0%) 5.1%

Magna CA 0.41x 0.51x 0.43x (4.9%) (23.7%) 18.4%

Valeo FR 0.56x 0.65x 0.56x (0.2%) (14.0%) 15.8%

Visteon US 0.89x 1.02x 0.82x 2.4% (16.0%) 24.9%

Median 0.65x 0.74x 0.70x (1.7%) (16.2%) 17.1%

Average 0.85x 0.99x 0.89x (1.5%) (16.3%) 16.3%

EV / Revenue Sales Growth
Company Country
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Based on the dataset of the selected transactions, the median EV/Revenue multiple is found to be 

0.90x, while the average multiple is found to be 0.94x, which is relatively close to the findings from 

the trading multiples section, confirming some sort of cohesion between the selected listed peers 

and chosen transactions.  

 

7.3.3 Comparable Company Valuation 

As mentioned in the introduction to comparable company analysis, its purpose is to provide a 

sanity check to the DCF valuation, since the DCF model is subject to forecasting errors. Therefore, 

the valuations found here will not be a part of the discussion revolving around the maximum 

purchase price for Veoneer. The main reason behind not including these findings in that discussion 

is because multiples on neither EBITDA nor NOPLAT are available, which makes this 

comparable company analysis somewhat vague. 

R. H. Sheppard Bendix 2020 1.0x

Showa Corporation Honda 2019 0.5x

Seoyon Electronics Mobase 2019 0.4x

Wabco ZF 2019 2.0x

Grammer Ningbo Jifeng 2018 0.5x

ZKW LG Electronics 2018 0.9x

CIE Automotive Coporacion Financiera Alba 2017 1.1x

Marelli Corporation KKR 2016 0.3x

FTE Automotive Valeo 2016 1.6x

Hay Holding Musashi Seimitsu 2016 0.7x

Mico Wabco 2016 1.2x

Stackpole JE International 2015 1.8x

Delphi Thermal Systems Mahle 2015 0.5x

Remy International BorgWarner 2015 1.0x

Mando Corporation Halla Holdings 2014 0.5x

Bulten Nordic Capital 2014 0.4x

TRW Automotive ZF 2014 0.8x

Halla Visteon Hankook Tire, Hahn & Co. 2014 1.0x

Schrader-Bridgepoint Sensata Technologies 2014 2.2x

Renesas Electronics Consortium of investors 2013 0.4x

Metaldyne American Securities 2012 0.8x

FCI Aptiv 2012 1.1x

Niles & Co. Valeo 2011 0.9x

Median 0.90x

Average 0.94x

Target Buyer Year EV /Revenue
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The above table presents a summary of the analysis that is based on the findings from the trading 

multiples and transaction multiples sections. As displayed, the enterprise value is found to be in 

the range of 1,128.4 – 1,513.9 USDm and the implied equity value to be in the range of 994.3 – 

1,379.8 USDm. These results are somewhat in line with the findings from the DCF valuation and, 

thus confirming some extent of appropriate forecasting of Veoneer.  

 

7.4 Synergy Valuation 

In order to appropriately value the synergies, the cost of capital for Aptiv must additionally be 

estimated. Applying the same methodology as was used in the calculation of Veoneer’s cost of 

capital (WACC), the cost of capital for Aptiv is estimated to be 10.25%. This calculation assumes 

the same risk-free rate and market risk premium as the ones applied in the calculation of Veoneer’s 

cost of capital. The differentiation in their cost of capital thus stems from Aptiv being more 

levered, having a lower cost of debt, and slightly lower systematic risk with a levered beta value of 

2.25. The FCF effects from the estimated synergies must then be discounted using an average 

value of the estimated capital costs (Damodaran, 2005). Rosenbaum & Pearl (2013), however, 

recommends using the cost of capital for the company, from which the synergies are attributable 

to. But the estimated synergies do not point exclusively towards neither Aptiv nor Veoneer and, 

therefore, the average cost of capital should be applied in this case (Damodaran, 2005). This results 

in a cost of capital (discount rate) of 11.13%. 

 

Thus, having estimated the applicable discount rate and potential synergies’ effect on the combined 

entity’s FCF, the valuation can be conducted using the DCF framework. The table on the following 

page presents the valuation of the estimated synergies. 

Trading Multiples Median 0.70x 1,612.0 1,128.4 134.1 994.3

Trading Multiples Average 0.89x 1,612.0 1,439.4 134.1 1,305.3

Transaction Multiples Median 0.90x 1,612.0 1,450.8 134.1 1,316.7

Transaction Multiples Average 0.94x 1,612.0 1,513.9 134.1 1,379.8

Implied Equity ValueMethod Measure Multiple NTM Revenue Enterprise Value Net Debt
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The cumulative present value of FCF effects is derived from the after-tax gain on operating 

synergies, net gain from the debt refinancing and utilization of Veoneer’s net operating loss 

carryforwards, which leads to tax benefits for the combined entity. With regards to the terminal 

year FCF effects, it assumed that Veoneer’s net operating loss carryforward is equal to zero from 

2029 and, therefore, has no value effect after 2028. Applying the discount rate of 11.13% and a 

terminal growth rate, the present value of the estimated synergies per the 1st of August 2020 is 

USD 713.8m. 

 

7.5 Maximum Purchase Price 

With an estimated stand-alone equity value of USD 1,275.8m and an estimated value of the 

synergies at USD 713.8m, the maximum purchase price that Aptiv can justify is USD 1,989.5m. 

On the 27th of July, Veoneer had a stock price at USD 11.44 and 111.6m shares outstanding, which 

implies a market value of its equity at USD 1,276.7m. Thus, the maximum purchase price 

represents a premium of 55.8%, relative to the current market value of Veoneer. 

 

Synergy Valuation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(USDm) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Gain from Operating Synergies (After-tax) 0.0 48.0 52.6 55.5 58.8 60.9 64.4 68.2 72.1

Net Gain from Refininancing 0.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Gain from Tax Benefits 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2

Total FCF Effects from Synergies 14.8 63.8 68.4 71.3 74.3 76.3 79.9 83.6 87.5

WACC 11.13% 11.13% 11.13% 11.13% 11.13% 11.13% 11.13% 11.13% 11.13%

Discount Factor 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0.48 0.43 0.39

Present Value of FCF Effects 13.28 51.69 49.86 46.76 43.81 40.51 38.15 35.95 33.84

Total Present Value of Synergies

Terminal Year FCF Effects (2029E) 74.7

WACC 11.13%

Terminal Growth 2.00%

Terminal Value 337.1

Cumulative Present Value of FCF Effects 376.8

Present Value of Synergies 713.8

(USDm)                                                                             

1,275.8
1,989.5

617.7
12.5 83.5

Stand-alone
Equity Value

Cost Savings Refinancing Tax Benefits Maximum
Purchase Price

Breakdown of  Maximum Purchase Price (in USDm)
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The figure above presents the breakdown of the key drivers that determine the final maximum 

purchase price. Here, it is seen that the value of operating synergies in the form of cost savings, 

make up by far the majority of the total amount of estimated synergies, contributing with USD 

617.7m to the maximum purchase price. With regards to the financial synergies, the tax benefits 

add on USD 83.5m, while the lower interest rate from the debt refinancing contributes with USD 

12.5m. Thus, the realization of operating synergies is highly crucial for the justification of a USD 

1,989.5m purchase price. This implies that the valuation is subject to a high level of risk regarding 

the realization of the operating synergies. Additionally, the debt refinancing and utilization of 

Veoneer’s net operating loss carryforwards are considered to be fairly comfortable synergies to 

harvest, which again indicate an element of risk related to the operating synergies. Finally, it is 

critical to highlight that the maximum purchase price represents the highest price that Aptiv can 

allow itself to pay for acquiring Veoneer without destroying value for its shareholders and is not 

necessarily the price Aptiv should pay to acquire Veoneer. This, however, will be further discussed 

in the assessment of the implied value creation of this potential acquisition.  

 

 

 

Given that there is a significant amount of risk related to the realization of the estimated operating 

synergies, a sensitivity analysis of the maximum purchase price is therefore valuable. As presented 

in the figure above, the maximum purchase price is highly sensitive to the realization of the 

estimated operating synergies and further shows that a 0% realization rate leads to a 31% drop in 

the maximum purchase price. If only 50% of the operating synergies are realized, Aptiv can only 

justify a purchase price of USD 1,681m, which represents a drop of 15.5%. The significant impact 

that the realization rate has on the maximum purchase price thus supports the conservative 

approach applied in estimating the operating synergies. 

 

1,372 1,434 1,495 1,557 1,619 1,681 1,742 1,804 1,866 1,928 1,989

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Maximum Purchase Price by Share of  Realized Operating 
Synergies (in USDm)
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8. Value Creation Assessment 

Practitioners tend to focus on the effect a transaction will have on earnings per share (EPS) in the 

assessment of whether or not value is created (Koller, 2010). This concept is referred to as either 

EPS accretion or EPS dilution and is based on accounting measures. Koller (2010), however, 

argues that such an assessment is somewhat irrelevant for assessing the value a transaction creates 

since it is based on accounting measures rather than actual long-term value creation. This is backed 

by Rosenbaum & Pearl (2013), who argues that even though a transaction may result in an overall 

EPS accretion, it is rarely reflected in the performance on the stock market. Instead, investors tend 

to look at the actual value created from the transaction versus the acquisition premium that is paid. 

This concept was also covered under the synergy section. Additionally, studies show that the 

choice of instrument with regards to paying for the acquisition influences the long-run cumulative 

abnormal returns (CARs) for the acquiring company. Therefore, an assessment of whether Aptiv 

should pay in cash or through a stock consideration is conducted in this section. 

 

8.1 ROIC vs. COC 

Rather than a focus on whether or not the transaction results in an EPS accretion or dilution, 

Koller (2010) argues that value is created when the return on invested capital (ROIC) exceeds the 

cost of capital (COC). Thus, excluding the synergies and focusing on the stand-alone ROIC that 

Veoneer is expected to generate in the future versus the stand-alone COC, an overview of the 

value creation from Veoneer as a stand-alone asset is established.  

 

 

 

Based on the table above, it is seen that the stand-alone asset only contributes with ROIC in excess 

of COC from 2025 and forwards in all scenarios, except for the “Failed ADAS Efforts” scenario, 

were the ROIC is expected to be 10.9%. This implies that a potential transaction would result in 

Aptiv being required to suffer from value deterioration in the short-to-medium term, while value 

Value Creation (Excl. Synergies) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

ROIC

SAE -31.5% -22.0% -8.4% -1.7% 9.2% 14.9% 17.1% 20.3% 25.0%

BMC -32.2% -22.5% -9.8% -2.7% 7.8% 14.4% 16.5% 19.7% 24.1%

BASE -31.5% -22.2% -9.9% -3.0% 7.5% 14.3% 16.4% 19.6% 24.4%

WMC -30.8% -21.9% -10.4% -4.1% 5.9% 12.8% 15.1% 18.8% 24.3%

FAE -31.5% -23.0% -12.4% -6.2% 3.8% 10.9% 13.6% 17.4% 23.0%

Difference (ROIC - COC of 12.02%)

SAE -43.5% -34.0% -20.4% -13.7% -2.8% 2.9% 5.1% 8.3% 12.9%

BMC -44.2% -34.5% -21.8% -14.7% -4.3% 2.3% 4.5% 7.7% 12.1%

BASE -43.5% -34.2% -21.9% -15.0% -4.5% 2.3% 4.4% 7.6% 12.4%

WMC -42.9% -34.0% -22.5% -16.1% -6.2% 0.8% 3.1% 6.8% 12.3%

FAE -43.5% -35.0% -24.4% -18.2% -8.3% -1.1% 1.6% 5.4% 11.0%
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is created on a long-term basis. It is, however, important to note that the above table presents 

Veoneer’s value contribution as a stand-alone asset and does not take neither the operating- nor 

financial synergies into account. Including both the operating- and financial synergies, slightly 

improves the outlook. 

 

 

 

Here, the operating synergies, refinancing benefits, and tax benefits which yield an improved 

operating profit and cost of capital, have been included in the assessment. Naturally, the value 

creation is improved by adding the synergies into the assessment. 

 

8.2 Acquisition Price 

As presented under the valuation section, the maximum justifiable purchase price for Aptiv is USD 

1,989.5m for the equity of Veoneer, which represents a premium of 55.8% over the current market 

value. Looking at the determinants of the value that will be created for Aptiv, which was introduced 

under the synergy section, it shows that no value will be created for Aptiv if a full acquisition 

premium is paid. As a result, Aptiv should look to pay less than USD 712.9m in acquisition 

premium in order to generate value for its shareholders. 

 

Value created for acquiring company = (Stand-alone value of target + value of performance 

improvements and synergies) – (market value + acquisition premium) 

 

Value Creation (Incl. Synergies) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

ROIC

SAE -30.4% -16.6% -4.2% 3.1% 13.5% 20.0% 22.3% 25.7% 30.6%

BMC -30.1% -15.9% -3.7% 3.4% 13.9% 20.4% 22.8% 26.2% 30.8%

BASE -30.4% -17.0% -4.8% 1.9% 12.6% 19.2% 21.3% 24.5% 29.4%

WMC -31.1% -18.9% -7.2% -0.9% 9.7% 16.1% 18.0% 21.3% 26.6%

FAE -30.4% -17.8% -6.2% -0.2% 9.7% 15.6% 17.3% 20.7% 26.1%

Difference (ROIC - COC of 11.13%)

SAE -41.5% -27.8% -15.3% -8.1% 2.4% 8.9% 11.1% 14.6% 19.5%

BMC -41.2% -27.0% -14.8% -7.8% 2.8% 9.3% 11.7% 15.1% 19.7%

BASE -41.5% -28.1% -16.0% -9.2% 1.5% 8.1% 10.1% 13.4% 18.3%

WMC -42.2% -30.0% -18.4% -12.1% -1.5% 5.0% 6.9% 10.2% 15.5%

FAE -41.5% -28.9% -17.3% -11.3% -1.5% 4.4% 6.2% 9.6% 15.0%

Value Creation: Maximum Premium

(USDm)

Stand-alone Value of Veoneer 1275.8

Value of Synergies 713.8

Market Value of Veoneer 1276.7

Acquisiton Premium 712.9

In percentage 55.8%

Value Created for Aptiv 0.0
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Thus, it is in the interest of Aptiv’s shareholders to pay the lowest possible acquisition premium, 

while it is in the interest of Veoneer’s shareholders to receive the highest possible acquisition 

premium. The conflict (negotiation) is, therefore revolved around how much value should go to 

Aptiv and Veoneer, respectively. In the preparation of a potential negotiation process, it therefore, 

may be useful to look at acquisition premiums of other M&A transactions to get an overview of 

the average acceptance levels of target shareholders, with regards to acquisition premiums. The 

table below presents the findings from a study conducted by Maung et al (2018) on the observed 

acquisition premiums in cross-border M&A deals from 1970 to 2017.   

 

 

 

These findings show that both the average and median acquisition premium that is accepted by 

the target shareholders, has historically been around 39%. However, given that both companies 

are listed on the New York Stock Exchange, while Aptiv is headquartered in Ireland and Veoneer 

in Sweden, the relevant reference premiums are 44.9% (US), 47.9% (UK), and 44.6% (Sweden). 

Exclusively based on these findings, Aptiv should expect the shareholders of Veoneer to accept a 

bid with an embedded acquisition premium of around 45%. However, more factors need to be 

considered in determining an appropriate acquisition price.  

 

Acquisition Premiums in Completed Cross-border M&A Transactions

Country Observations Frequency Premium

Australia 169 9.7% 44.5%

Canada 317 18.2% 46.2%

Denmark 20 1.1% 33.8%

France 63 3.6% 35.8%

Germany 34 2.0% 33.7%

India 9 0.5% 39.0%

Italy 16 0.9% 28.1%

Japan 9 0.5% 32.9%

Spain 10 0.6% 44.7%

Sweden 59 3.4% 44.6%

Switzerland 28 1.6% 32.9%

United Kingdom 312 17.9% 47.7%

United States 694 39.9% 44.9%

Total sample 1740 100.0% 44.5%

Average 39.1%

Median 39.0%

(Source: Maung et al, 2018)
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In the determination of the final acquisition price, Aptiv’s negotiation levers must be assessed from 

the perspective of how much value the merger creates for the shareholders of Venoeer. One of 

Aptiv’s primary value propositions should be that the company considers itself to be the best 

potential owners of the asset. Here, the shareholders of Veoneer may consider alternative solutions 

such as other strategic players, financial investors, or a continuation of the current ownership 

structure. With regards to the alternative of merging with other strategic players, the main obvious 

considerations would be Bosch Group, Continental, Denso, Valeo, and ZF. These options may 

initially seem to be just as attractive as merging with Aptiv, but as previously highlighted, Aptiv is 

the best performing company of this peer group, which may indicate that neither of the alternatives 

are able or willing to pay a higher price for an underperforming asset such as Veoneer. The 

overperformance of Aptiv should, therefore, be highlighted as a mean for its willingness to be 

“subsidize” Veoneer and its short-to-medium term operating losses in the hope of generating a 

value-creating return on the invested capital in the long-term. In relation to the financial investors, 

which is assumed to predominantly be comprised of hedge funds and private equity firms, it is not 

expected that Veoneer’s shareholders or management team will find this as an attractive alternative. 

Private equity firms, for instance, rely on large amounts of debt to realize attractive returns, which 

Veoneer is not expected to be able to sustain on its own. Also, the transaction would not include 

any synergies, which indicates that the potential acquisition price would be significantly lower than 

what Aptiv can offer. Finally, financial investors are often looking at targets with stable and 

predictable cash flows in mature industries, resulting in a presumed lack of interest from these 

types of investors. Rather than bringing in new shareholders, Veoneer could simply choose to 

continue with its current structure. However, since the company was spun-off from Autoliv, it has 

been underperforming relative to other players in the industry. And even though its ADAS and 

HAD efforts provide a bright outlook for future growth, the company is still expected to the 

present negative operating profits in the short-to-medium term and is generally subject to large 

uncertainties with regards to its future performance. These considerations indicate that Aptiv is, if 

not the best, at least of one the best options for Veoneer to merge with, which implies that Aptiv 

has some sort of bargaining power in the negotiation process.  

 

As a result of these implications, it is recommended that Aptiv pay an acquisition premium in the 

range of 30-40%, which leads to a final acquisition price of USD 1,659.7 – 1,787.4m and an implied 

net present value to Aptiv’s shareholders of USD 329.9 – 202.2m from merging with Veoneer. 
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8.3 Payment Method 

Empirical findings from several studies show that the choice of payment method is affecting the 

long-term cumulative abnormal returns (CARs). Aptiv can either acquire Veoneer with cash, a 

stock consideration, or through a mix of the two. Michell & Stafford (2000) examined more than 

2,000 M&A transactions that were either fully paid for in cash or through a stock consideration. 

Here, the companies who paid in cash for acquiring the target, showed long-term CARs of 3.6%, 

while the companies who paid through a stock consideration realized long-term CARs of -4.3%. 

In a more recent study of the short-term CARs, it was presented that cash mergers result in a 

median short-term CAR of 0.5%, while stock mergers result in a median short-term CAR of -

0.1%. Thus, all cash deals seem to be more attractive for the acquiring companies’ long-term 

market performance. The reason behind this is that companies tend to want to pay for an 

acquisition with stocks if they believe that their own stock is overvalued relative to the target 

company. Therefore, there is a market signalling effect with regards to the acquiring company’s 

stock being overvalued in a full stock merger, which is reflected in the presented empirical 

evidence.  

 

Based on these considerations, it seems like the obvious choice would be to pay for the acquisition 

with cash. However, per the 31st of March 2020, Aptiv reported excess cash of USD 1,775m, which 

was obtained from the proceeds of issuing long-term debt in 2020 Q1. 30-45% of this excess cash 

is intended for Capex requirements, meaning that Aptiv is not able to acquire Veoneer exclusive 

with cash as it stands right now. Instead, they would have to raise additional capital in the form of 

debt. However, it was earlier presented that Aptiv has a higher D/E ratio relative to its peers, 

which indicates that it is not appropriate to issue additional debt. Furthermore, given the short-to-

medium term outlook of negative operating profits for Veoneer, the target company cannot either 

sustain the large amount of debt that would need to be issued on its own. Instead, it would be 

more appropriate to use a mix cash and stocks, which implies that Aptiv needs to issue new stocks.  

 

Value Creation: 30% - 40% Premium

(USDm) 30% 40%

Stand-alone Value of Veoneer 1275.8 1275.8

Value of Synergies 713.8 713.8

Market Value of Veoneer 1276.7 1276.7

Acquisiton Premium 383.0 510.7

In percentage 30.0% 40.0%

Value Created for Aptiv 329.9 202.2
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Given that 30-45% of the current amount of excess cash is intended for Capex requirements going 

forward, it is recommended that Aptiv at maximum use 35% of its excess cash for acquiring 

Veoneer. With a 30% acquisition premium, this results in an equity consideration of USD 

1,038.5m, which implies that Aptiv has to issue 12.5 million new shares at the current price of 

USD 83.1. With a 40% acquisition premium, an equity consideration of USD 1,166.1m is required, 

which implies that Aptiv has to issue 14 million new shares at a price of USD 83.1. Structuring the 

payment this way, thus allows Aptiv to avoid signalling to the market that they are overvalued.  

 

Value Created for Aptiv: 30% & 40% Acquisition Premium 

 

 

Acquisition Structuring

(USDm) 30% 40%

Purchase Price 1,659.7 1,787.4

Cash Consideration (35% of Excess Cash) 621.3 621.3

Equity Consideration 1,038.5 1,166.1

Aptiv: Stock Price (In USD) 83.1 83.1

Veoneer: Stock Price Incl. Premium (In USD) 14.9 16.0

Exhange Ratio 0.18 0.19

New Stocks Issued by Aptiv (In Millions) 12.5 14.0

Premium

1,276.7
1,659.7

383.0

329.9

1,989.6

Market Value
of Veoneer

Acquisition
Premium (30%)

Purchase Price Maximum
Purchase Price

Value created 
for Aptiv

1,276.7
1,787.4

510.7

202.2

1,989.6

Market Value
of Veoneer

Acquisiton
Premium (40%)

Purchase Price Maximum
Purchase Price

Value created 
for Aptiv
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8.4 Discussion 

The thesis attempted to investigate the wider issues related to value creation in M&A transactions 

through the applied case study. As previously presented, empirical findings from a majority of 

studies show that M&A transactions rarely create substantial value for the shareholders of the 

acquiring companies. The concept of value creation through synergistic relationships was covered 

and showed that value can in fact be generated for the shareholders of the acquiring company if 

the intrinsic value of the asset plus the value of synergies exceeds the purchase price. However, as 

pointed out, managers from the acquiring company often tend to overestimate synergies, which 

results in an excessive purchase price that ultimately destroys value for their shareholders. 

Economic theory highlights two interlinked factors that may rationalize, why it is that managers 

tend to overestimate synergies in M&A transactions, which is expressed through the theories of 

(i) agency problems and (ii) the hubris hypothesis. Agency problems arise in modern-day 

corporates due to misaligned interest between the shareholders and managers of a company. One 

of the central theories related to agency problems, is that managers tend to acquire other 

companies in order to “build an empire” that they can manage. It is often the case that there is a 

positive correlation between the size of the company that is being managed and the compensation 

of the individual managers. This creates an incentive for managers to acquire other companies 

even though the acquisition thesis is overly optimistic and is most likely going to result in being a 

negative NPV project. Secondly, overperforming firms with substantial amounts of free cash flow 

are often the ones that act as the acquiring company. Large amounts of free cash flow imply that 

less disciplined capital deployment is required from the managers of the acquiring firms, which 

often results in the undertaking of negative NPV projects. With regards to the hubris hypothesis 

that was presented by Richard Roll (1986), it is often the case that high-level managers 

systematically overestimate their own abilities. An excessive amount of self-confidence is often 

leading to an overestimation of obtainable synergies, which distorts the purchase price and 

ultimately, the value created for the shareholders of the acquiring company. 

 

So why is it that this thesis suggests that it is in fact possible for Aptiv to generate value from an 

acquisition of Veoneer? To this issue, it is considered that the aspect of opportunistic exploitation 

influences this outcome. The fact that Veoneer is an underperforming asset and in a pressured 

position means that Aptiv has significant negotiating levers in the context of a negation process 

on the purchasing price. As previously discussed with regards to estimating a fair acquisition 

premium, it was presented that the lack of alternative possibilities for Veoneer made it possible 
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for Aptiv to opportunistically exploit Veoneer’s situation, ultimately enabling them to pay a lower 

purchase price. This situation is expected to have had a different outcome if there was auction 

around the acquisition of Veoneer, which is definitely a limitation of the thesis. If for instance, 

there was a “bidding-war” for the asset, Aptiv’s negotiating levers would have been less significant 

and ultimately had less impact on lowering the final purchase price and, resulting in an outcome 

that would most likely be less favourable for Aptiv. However, in the context of having a bilateral 

process between Aptiv and Veoneer, the finding that shows an ability to generate value from 

opportunistic exploitation of Veoneer’s pressing situation still stands. Furthermore, the thesis 

relies on forecast and estimates that are subject to market uncertainties. And although these 

forecasts and estimations relied on thorough analyses of the market environment, the internal 

capabilities of Aptiv and Veoneer, as well as on analyst-backed estimates, the outside-in perspective 

of this thesis limits the foundation of data and information available to conduct the analysis. 

Finally, the integration thesis relies on the realization of synergies from a significant overlap in 

certain functions of the respective companies. This overlap is a result of the similarity between 

Aptiv and Veoneer, which implies that a potential merger would lead to an overall weakened 

competition in the market. Therefore, the dismissal of anti-trust laws that may would have turned 

out to disapprove such a merger is another limitation of this thesis. 

 

Having established that opportunistic exploitation of the target company’s situation allows the 

acquiring company to generate value for its shareholders, several implications arise for 

practitioners and future research. In line with previous research, a disciplined perspective on 

realizable synergies is required if any value is to be created for the shareholders of the acquiring 

companies. Furthermore, in order to for the acquiring company to increase its negotiating levers, 

it is beneficial to avoid an auction process and instead focus on bilateral processes. This can be 

facilitated by making sure that the acquiring company exclusively engages in M&A transactions, 

where it to a large extent is clear that it is the most obvious buyer. Thus, these considerations 

present a general framework and insights for practitioners to apply in relation to engaging in 

strategic M&A.  With regards to future research, this thesis suggests an investigation of how 

opportunistic acquisitions of underperforming firms affect the long-term cumulative abnormal 

returns of the overperforming acquiring firm. Here, it is beneficial to include the effect of auction 

processes versus bilateral processes on the determination of purchasing prices and ultimately value 

creation. 
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9. Conclusion 

With the ambition from automotive OEMs of introducing fully autonomous vehicles into urban 

communities, the implementation of technological components and systems that enable ADAS 

and HAD features is truly necessary. Suppliers like Aptiv and Veoneer have, therefore, been 

required to rethink their businesses and focus on a new set of capabilities in order to capitalize on 

the large growth potential that is related to the introduction of assisted- and fully autonomous 

vehicles. One way for Aptiv to go about this issue and ultimately create excessive value for its 

shareholders could be through an acquisition of Veoneer, which will expand their platform of 

solutions that enable ADAS and HAD features. Generally, the macro environment has a positive 

outlook on the adoption of semi- and fully autonomous vehicles. Competitively, the industry has 

been consolidating since the early 2000s, however, technology companies like NVIDIA and Intel 

have entered the industry in some form, which ultimately deducts value from the automotive 

suppliers. With regards to the differentiating internal capabilities of Veoneer, their strongest 

differentiators are their expertise around implementing complex systems into the automotive 

framework and their proven track-record of innovation. Financially, Veoneer has been 

underperforming due to a failure of capitalizing on the very early movement of implementing 

ADAS features into vehicles. However, recent years substantial investments towards developing 

proficient capabilities and an increased ADAS and HAD adoption from OEMs, does in fact 

provide a positive outlook for Veoneer in the long-term. On the basis of these considerations, the 

forecast yeilds a stand-alone equity value of Veoneer at USD 1,275.8m. Additionally, the overlap 

between Aptiv and Veoneer is expected to result in operating synergies worth USD 617.7m, while 

the realization of tax benefits from Veoneer’s net operating loss carryforwards and improved debt 

capital market terms result in synergies worth USD 83.5m and USD 12.5m, respectively. 

Consequently, these findings resulted in a maximum purchase price of USD 1,989.5m. A merger 

with Veoneer is expected to result in value deterioration in the short-to-medium term, as the return 

on invested capital exceeds the cost of capital applied in the acquisition. On a long-term basis, 

however, the merger is expected to generate value for the shareholders of Aptiv if an acquisition 

premium in the recommended range of 30-40% is applied. The present value of the merger for 

the shareholders of Aptiv is in the range of USD 329.9m and USD 202.2m, dependent on the 

applied acquisition premium. Furthermore, it is recommended that Aptiv structure the acquisition 

consideration with a mix of cash and stocks in order to avoid a market signalling effect of the 

company as being overvalued. Finally, it was found that Aptiv is able to generate value for its 

shareholders from this potential merger due to opportunistic exploitation of its negotiating levers, 

which arise from Veoneer’s pressing situation, that ultimately enables a lower acquisition premium. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1:  Order Intake Development for Veoneer’s Electronics Segment 

 

 

Appendix 2: Reported Income Statement for Veoneer 

 

  

300 275 250

625 725

1125

500

2013A 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A

Income Statement (Reported)

(USDm) 2017 2018 2019

Active safety 777 825 708

Restraint control systems 1073 974 822

Braking systems 473 428 372

Total revenue 2322 2228 1902

COGS -1857 -1798 -1591

SG&A -110 -156 -189

RD&E -375 -466 -562

Amortization -37 -23 0

Goodwill impairment -234 0 -20

Other income 8 18 0

EBIT -283 -197 -460

Interest income 0 7 20

Interest expense 0 -1 -12

Loss from equity method investment -31 -63 -70

Other non-operating items -1 0 1

EBT -314 -253 -521

Income tax expense -30 -42 -1

Net profit (loss) -344 -294 -522
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Appendix 3: Reorganized Income Statement for Zenuity 

 

  

Zenuity Operating Profit (Loss)

(USDm) 2017 2018 2019

Revenue 4.7 4.5 3.7

COGS -4.3 -4.2 -3.5

SG&A -9.3 -6.7 -8.4

RD&E -52.6 -120.6 -131.6

Amortization add-back 3.6 6.1 6.0

EBITA -58.1 -120.9 -133.8
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Appendix 4: Tax Reconciliation Table 

Tax reconciliation

Category in USDm 2017 2018 2019 in percent 2017 2018 2019

Earnings before tax -314 -253 -521 Earnings before tax 100 100 100

Operating U.S. federal income taxes -110 -53 -109 U.S. federal income taxes 35 21 21

Operating Foreign tax rate variances 9 1 -8 Foreign tax rate variances -3 0 2

Operating State taxes, net of federal benefit -2 0 -6 State taxes, net of fedral benefit 1 0 1

Operating Tax credits -10 -9 -7 Tax credits 3 4 1

Non-operating Change in valuation allownces 62 79 120 Change in valuation allownces -20 -31 -23

Non-operating Non-controlling interest 21 3 2 Non-controlling interest -7 -1 0

Operating Earnings of equity investments 7 13 15 Earnings of equity investments -2 -5 -3

Operating Withholding taxes 4 5 4 Withholding taxes -1 -2 -1

Non-operating Goodwill impairment 13 0 0 Goodwill impairment -4 0 0

Non-operating Change in U.S. tax rate 35 0 0 Change in U.S. tax rate -11 0 0

Non-operating Convertible debt 0 0 -10 Convertible debt 0 0 2

Operating Other, net 2 3 0 Other, net -1 -1 0

Reported taxes 30 42 1 Reported taxes -10 -17 0

Adjusted EBITA -49 -252 -507

Operating taxes -16 -40 -108 Operating tax rate 31.9 15.8 21.3
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Appendix 5: Pro-Forma Income Statement & Assumptions for Veoneer 

 

Pro-Forma Income Statement

(USDm) 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Active Safety 777 825 708 663 962 1,344 1,748 2,176 2,586 2,948 3,273 3,535

Restraint Control Systems 1,073 974 822 639 774 866 872 867 873 879 885 891

Braking Systems 473 428 372 63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Revenue 2,322 2,228 1,902 1,364 1,736 2,209 2,620 3,043 3,459 3,827 4,157 4,425

COGS -1,799 -1,736 -1,532 -1,098 -1,329 -1,647 -1,942 -2,232 -2,531 -2,800 -3,042 -3,237

SG&A -108 -153 -185 -153 -150 -166 -176 -159 -168 -186 -202 -215

RD&E -353 -444 -530 -420 -425 -437 -427 -441 -477 -527 -573 -610

Depreciation -82 -88 -95 -95 -98 -103 -113 -122 -128 -130 -135 -141

Operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity) -29 -60 -67 -102 -73 -24 -17 51 128 157 220 321

Adj. EBITA -49 -252 -507 -504 -339 -167 -55 140 284 341 426 543

Adj. EBITA margin -2.1% -11.3% -26.7% -36.9% -19.5% -7.6% -2.1% 4.6% 8.2% 8.9% 10.3% 12.3%

Operating Taxes 16 40 108 111 75 37 12 -31 -62 -75 -94 -119

Operating Tax Rate 32% 16% 21% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22%

NOPLAT -33 -213 -399 -393 -265 -130 -43 109 221 266 332 423

NOPLAT margin -1.4% -9.5% -21.0% -28.8% -15.2% -5.9% -1.6% 3.6% 6.4% 6.9% 8.0% 9.6%

Reconciliation

Non-operating loss from EMI (Zenity) -2 -2 -3 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 1 2 3

Amortization -37 -23 0 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20

Goodwill impairment -234 0 -20 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3

Other income 8 18 0 9 9 6 8 8 7 7 7 7

Interest income 0 7 20 5

Interest expense 0 -1 -12 -26 -26 -26 -26 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20

Other non-operating items -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3

Non-operating taxes -47 -81 -109 -8 -9 -9 -8 -7 -7 -6 -6 -5

Net profit (loss) -345 -294 -522 -435 -313 -180 -90 70 181 230 300 395

Forecast ExtrapolationActual
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Core Income Statement Assumptions

2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Active Safety Growth 5.0% 6.3% -14.2% -6.4% 45.2% 39.6% 30.1% 24.5% 18.8% 14.0% 11.0% 8.0%

Restraint Control Systems Growth -2.2% -9.2% -15.6% -22.3% 21.1% 11.9% 0.7% -0.5% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

Braking Systems Growth 20.9% -9.4% -13.2% -83.2% -100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0% 0% 0%

Total Growth 4.6% -4.0% -14.6% -28.3% 27.3% 27.3% 18.6% 16.1% 13.7% 10.6% 8.6% 6.4%

COGS/Revenue 77.5% 77.9% 80.5% 80.5% 76.5% 74.5% 74.1% 73.3% 73.2% 73.2% 73.2% 73.2%

SG&A/Revenue 4.7% 6.9% 9.7% 11.2% 8.6% 7.5% 6.7% 5.2% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%

RD&E/Revenue 15.2% 19.9% 27.9% 30.8% 24.5% 19.8% 16.3% 14.5% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8%

Depreciation 82 88 95 95 98 103 113 122 128 130 135 141

Operating Loss from Equity Method Investment (Zenuity) 29 60 67 102 73 24 17 -51 -128 -157 -220 -321

Interest Expenses/Debt -0.3% 0.6% 3.3% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0%

Interest Income/Financial Assets -0.9% 0.8% 2.4% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8%

Actual Forecast Extrapolation
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Appendix 6: Pro-Forma Balance Sheet & Assumptions for Veoneer 

 

Pro-Forma Balance Sheet

(USDm) 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Operating cash 46 45 38 27 35 44 52 61 69 77 83 89

Receivables, net 448 376 253 258 280 333 395 409 464 514 558 594

Inventories, net 154 172 144 162 161 190 223 208 236 261 283 302

Related party receivable 13 64 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Prepaid expenses and other contract assets 34 39 47 26 36 47 53 63 72 80 86 92

Other current assets 0 22 18 9 15 18 20 25 28 31 33 36

Assets held for sale 0 0 317 94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Current operating assets 695 718 828 576 525 632 744 765 869 961 1,044 1,112

Property, plant and equipment, net 362 499 473 489 512 563 607 637 647 670 702 702

Operating lease right-of-use assets 0 0 100 94 99 116 120 134 168 174 176 180

Equity method investment 98 101 87 62 79 101 120 139 158 175 190 202

Goodwill 292 291 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290

Intangible assets, net 122 102 17 12 16 20 23 27 31 34 37 40

Deferred tax assets 30 11 7 5 6 8 10 11 13 14 15 16

Related party receivables 76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other non-current assets 34 78 111 49 62 79 94 109 124 138 149 159

Non-current operating assets 1,014 1,081 1,085 1,002 1,065 1,178 1,264 1,348 1,432 1,495 1,560 1,589

Accounts payable 320 369 233 187 214 253 298 342 388 430 467 497

Related party payables 8 16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Accrued expenses 195 193 192 123 161 209 243 284 324 358 389 414

Income tax payable 41 9 7 12 9 13 17 18 21 24 26 27

Liabilities held for sale 0 0 118 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Current operating liabilities 564 587 553 322 384 475 558 645 733 811 881 938

Deferred tax liabilities 17 13 13 9 11 15 17 20 23 25 27 29

Non-current operating liabilities 17 13 13 9 11 15 17 20 23 25 27 29

Invested capital (uses) 1,128 1,200 1,347 1,247 1,195 1,320 1,433 1,449 1,545 1,620 1,696 1,734

Other current liabilities 26 48 38 24 31 39 46 54 61 67 73 78

4% Convertible Senior Notes due 2024 0 0 160 660 660 660 660 500 500 500 500 500

Pension liability 14 20 17 12 16 20 23 27 31 34 37 40

Operating lease non-current liabilities 0 0 82 76 81 98 102 116 150 156 158 162

Financial lease non-current liabilities 0 1 33 24 30 38 45 53 60 66 72 77

Other non-current liabilities 22 37 29 19 24 30 36 42 48 53 57 61

Related party long-term debt 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Financial liabilities 124 106 359 815 841 886 913 792 850 877 898 917

Excess cash -46 819 821 682 781 884 786 761 692 765 831 885

Short-term investments 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investments 0 8 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Financial assets -46 832 830 682 781 884 786 761 692 765 831 885

Equity & equivalents 958 1,926 1,818 1,114 1,135 1,319 1,306 1,418 1,387 1,509 1,629 1,701

Invested capital (sources) 1,128 1,200 1,347 1,247 1,195 1,320 1,433 1,449 1,545 1,620 1,696 1,734

Actual Forecast Extrapolation
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Balance Sheet Assumptions

2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Working Capital

Days Sales Outstanding 70 62 49 69 59 55 55 49 49 49 49 49

Days Inventory Held 31 36 34 54 44 42 42 34 34 34 34 34

Days Payable Outstanding 65 78 56 62 59 56 56 56 56 56 56 56

Operating Cash/Revenue 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Related Party Receivables/Revenue 0.6% 2.9% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Prepaid Expenses and Other Contract Assets/Revenue 1.5% 1.8% 2.5% 1.9% 2.0% 2.1% 2.0% 2.1% 2.1% 2.1% 2.1% 2.1%

Other Current Assets/Revenue 0.0% 1.0% 0.9% 0.6% 0.9% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8%

Assets Held for Sale/Revenue 0.0% 0.0% 16.7% 6.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Related Party Payables/Revenue 0.3% 0.7% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Accrued Expenses/Revenue 8.4% 8.7% 10.1% 9.1% 9.3% 9.5% 9.3% 9.3% 9.4% 9.4% 9.4% 9.4%

Income Tax/Revenue 1.8% 0.4% 0.4% 0.9% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6%

Liabilities Held for Sale/Revenue 0.0% 0.0% 6.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

∆ NWC n.a. -1 144 -20 -114 16 29 -66 15 14 13 11

Other Non-Current Operating Liabilities

Deferred Tax Liability/Revenue 0.7% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

D&A Base & CAPEX

Depreciation/PP&E 22.7% 17.6% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1%

Amortization/Revenue 1.6% 1.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Capex/Revenue 4.7% 8.4% 11.2% 8.1% 7.0% 7.0% 6.0% 5.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 3.2%

PP&E (Beginning of Year) n.a. 362 499 473 489 512 563 607 637 647 670 702

PP&E (End of Year) 362 499 473 489 512 563 607 637 647 670 702 702

Goodwill (Beginning of Year) n.a. 292 291 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290

Goodwill (End of Year) 292 291 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 290

Operating Lease Right-of-Use Assets/Revenue 0.0% 0.0% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3%

Equity Method Investment/Revenue 4.2% 4.5% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6%

Intangible Assets/Revenue 5.3% 4.6% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Defferred Tax Assets/Revenue 1.3% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

Related Party Receivables/Revenue 3.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Other Non-Current Assets 1.5% 3.5% 5.8% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6%

Financial Assets & Debt

Other Current Liabilities/Revenue 1.1% 2.2% 2.0% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8%

4% Convertible Senior Notes due 2024/Revenue 0.0% 0.0% 8.4% 48.4% 38.0% 29.9% 25.2% 16.4% 14.5% 13.1% 12.0% 11.3%

Pension Liability/Revenue 0.6% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Operating Lease Non-Current Liabilities/Revenue 0.0% 0.0% 4.3% 5.6% 4.7% 4.4% 3.9% 3.8% 4.3% 4.1% 3.8% 3.7%

Financial Lease Non-Current Liabilities/Revenue 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7%

Other Non-Current Liabilities/Revenue 0.9% 1.7% 1.5% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4%

Related Party Long-Term Debt/Revenue 2.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Excess Cash/Revenue -2.0% 36.8% 43.2% 50.0% 45.0% 40.0% 30.0% 25.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0%

Short-Ter m Investments/Revenue 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Investments/Revenue 0.0% 0.4% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Forecast ExtrapolationActual
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Appendix 7: Core Scenario Assumptions  

  

Core Scenario Assumptions

Active Safety Growth 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

SAE -6.4% 50.0% 43.0% 35.0% 23.0% 18.0% 15.0% 13.0% 9.0%

BMC -4.3% 49.0% 42.0% 33.0% 24.0% 19.0% 16.0% 13.0% 8.0%

BASE -6.4% 45.2% 39.6% 30.1% 24.5% 18.8% 14.0% 11.0% 8.0%

WMC -12.0% 38.0% 33.0% 26.0% 20.0% 17.0% 13.0% 10.0% 7.0%

FAE -6.4% 34.0% 33.0% 24.0% 16.0% 13.0% 12.0% 10.0% 7.0%

Restraint Control Systems Growth 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

SAE -22.3% 21.1% 11.9% 0.7% -0.5% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

BMC -16.0% 20.0% 12.0% 2.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

BASE -22.3% 21.1% 11.9% 0.7% -0.5% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

WMC -28.0% 19.0% 11.0% 1.0% 0.5% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3%

FAE -22.3% 21.1% 11.9% 0.7% -0.5% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

COGS/Revenue 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

SAE 80.5% 76.4% 74.3% 73.7% 73.0% 72.9% 72.9% 72.8% 72.8%

BMC 80.8% 76.6% 74.6% 74.1% 73.4% 73.2% 73.2% 73.1% 73.1%

BASE 80.5% 76.5% 74.5% 74.1% 73.3% 73.2% 73.2% 73.2% 73.2%

WMC 80.4% 76.6% 74.8% 74.5% 73.9% 73.8% 73.8% 73.8% 73.7%

FAE 80.5% 76.9% 75.2% 74.9% 74.4% 74.4% 74.4% 74.4% 74.4%

SG&A/Revenue 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

SAE 11.2% 8.6% 7.5% 6.7% 5.2% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%

BMC 11.2% 8.6% 7.5% 6.7% 5.2% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%

BASE 11.2% 8.6% 7.5% 6.7% 5.2% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%

WMC 11.2% 8.6% 7.5% 6.7% 5.2% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%

FAE 11.2% 8.6% 7.5% 6.7% 5.2% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%

RD&E/Revenue 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

SAE 30.8% 24.5% 19.0% 16.0% 14.0% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8%

BMC 30.8% 24.5% 19.8% 16.3% 14.5% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8%

BASE 30.8% 24.5% 19.8% 16.3% 14.5% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8%

WMC 30.8% 24.5% 19.8% 16.3% 14.5% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8%

FAE 30.8% 25.0% 21.0% 17.5% 15.3% 14.1% 13.8% 13.8% 13.8%
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Combined Pro-Forma Income 

Statement (Incl. Synergies)

(USDm) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Total Revenue 13,242 16,437 18,658 20,646 22,407 24,178 25,996 27,834 29,522

COGS -9,786 -12,022 -13,529 -14,711 -15,871 -17,041 -18,326 -19,623 -20,814

SG&A -1,014 -1,085 -1,196 -1,251 -1,276 -1,301 -1,376 -1,449 -1,462

RD&E -1,329 -1,520 -1,637 -1,691 -1,780 -1,787 -1,864 -1,954 -2,073

Depreciation -528 -634 -702 -770 -827 -883 -937 -997 -1,055

Operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity) -102 -73 -24 -17 51 128 157 220 321

Adj. EBITA 484 1,104 1,570 2,207 2,705 3,294 3,650 4,031 4,439

Adj. EBITA margin 3.7% 6.7% 8.4% 10.7% 12.1% 13.6% 14.0% 14.5% 15.0%

Operating Taxes -97 -228 -328 -463 -569 -695 -770 -851 -938

NOPLAT 387 876 1,242 1,744 2,135 2,600 2,880 3,180 3,501

NOPLAT margin 2.9% 5.3% 6.7% 8.4% 9.5% 10.8% 11.1% 11.4% 11.9%

Forecast Extrapolation

Combined Pro-Forma Income 

Statement (Excl. Synergies)

(USDm) 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

Total Revenue 13,242 16,437 18,658 20,646 22,407 24,178 25,996 27,834 29,522

COGS -9,786 -12,046 -13,556 -14,740 -15,902 -17,075 -18,363 -19,663 -20,856

SG&A -1,014 -1,091 -1,202 -1,257 -1,282 -1,307 -1,383 -1,457 -1,470

RD&E -1,329 -1,551 -1,670 -1,725 -1,816 -1,823 -1,902 -1,993 -2,116

Depreciation -528 -634 -702 -770 -827 -883 -937 -997 -1,055

Operating Loss from EMI (Zenuity) -102 -73 -24 -17 51 128 157 220 321

Adj. EBITA 484 1,043 1,504 2,137 2,630 3,217 3,568 3,944 4,347

Adj. EBITA margin 3.7% 6.3% 8.1% 10.4% 11.7% 13.3% 13.7% 14.2% 14.7%

Operating Taxes -97 -216 -314 -448 -554 -678 -753 -833 -918

NOPLAT 387 828 1,190 1,689 2,076 2,539 2,816 3,112 3,429

NOPLAT margin 2.9% 5.0% 6.4% 8.2% 9.3% 10.5% 10.8% 11.2% 11.6%

Forecast Extrapolation


